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BOR:
Will it be replaced?
•

I

by Deanna Gugel
editor In chief

The State Council of Student Body
Presidents will meet in Tallahassee
Sunday to discuss the revision of the
. postsecondary education system in
Florida, according to Student Body
President Armando Payas.
The change is being considered by
the Joint Legislative and Executive
Commission
on
Postsecondary
Education, which Payas said is expected to have completed a report by the
legislative sessions in the spring.
"If we do change the system we're
using now, it could change the
operation completely around from the
State University system we know
today," Payas said. "The Board of
Regents, especially, will come under
some close scrutiny."
. The commission is made up of five

Today's
Future
SAG.A says
Cafeteria director Stan Ried
takes his turn in answering
questions and criticisms
aimed at the SAGA meal
plan. Turn to page 7 for his
story.

members of the Florida House of
Representatives, five members of the
F:lorida Senate, and 12 citizens appointed by Gov: Bob Graham. It wrn reevaluate the needs and quality of
Florida's State University System and
consider what governin·g, financial , and
Role and Scope changes might be
made to help make improvements to
meet students' needs.
"Our first priority in the State
Council of Student Body Presidents is
quality instruction," Payas said. "As
students we're (SCSBP) very open to
input from the students, not only
because it's going to affect the quality
of their education, but it will also affect their children's education." ·
The commission will hold their next
meeting Nov.
13
and
14
in
Tallahassee, and Payas said he will be
attending that meeting.
The two major plans which have
been introduced so far call for either a
statewide coordinating board for the
educational system or local boards of
trustees, Payas said.
"It is the belief of the SCSBP, along
with many other informed educational
organization a11d individuals, that
Florida's postsecon~ary education
system needs an overall coordinating'
board to make broad policy decisions.
The need for efficiency demands that

BOR, page 5

"Whatever makes 't he past, the distant, ~r the future, predominate
over the present, advances us in the dignity of thinking beings."
from Inch Kenneth's Journey to the Western Islands

UCF professor directs council's
tri-county .. front against alcoholism
by Diane Taylor

Football loss
The UCF Knights received
their second defeat of the
season, lasing points in
their punting game.
See
page 22.

Nice place
to visit .... _
Dr. john

Evans, history
professor, offers eye-witness
accounts of the Soviet
Union aftPr thirteen visits.

See page 9.

Messiah
mistake
M011 ty Python's cha meters
th<'ir mf'ssiah in
th<' latest film releas<' "The
Lif<' of Brian."
For a
rer-i<'ll', S<'<' page I 7.

mi.\ judge

staff writer

"The 1972 Presidential Commission
on Drug Abuse pointed out that
alcohol is the most abused drug, and
classified it as a disease," according to
the U.S. Journal of Drug and Alcohol
Dependence.
Fighting, to combat
this disease is Dr. Charles Unkovic,
chairman of the Sociology Department
at UCF.
Unkov ic is currently president of the
Metropolitan Alcoholism
ouncil · of

Central Florida which encompasses
Orange, Osceola and Seminole Counties. He is also a committee member of
the National Committee for the
Prevention of Alcoholism and Drug
Dependencies.
The Metropolitan Alcoholism Council was formed "in an effort. to unifv a
lot of fragmented programs," ac~or
ding to Unkovic. "The major function
of the council is funding. Last year'~

Advising with personal touch
by Deanna Gugel
editor-In-chief

PC'er advisement: What is it, and what makes it unique?
Through the peer advisement program. frC'shmC'nt are offered academic advisC'ment and havC' a campus referral sNvic:e if they have any questions or
problf'm~.
·
PC'C'f advisers are designC'd to help a student with his academic: program planning. prC'liminary coursr sc:hC'cluling and final course' selection. It is up to the
stuc!C'nt's faculty advisC'r whcthc r thC' pC'N adviser or the faculty adviser signs his
Trial and Advisemc-nt Schedule'.
Another fac<'t of the peer aclvisN's job is helping freshmen adjust to college and
problC'ms assoeiat<'cl with that adjustmrnt. Students with problems will also be
n•f<>rr<'d to the Offic:<' of Student Affairs For further counseling. If the peer advi.'ier
cannot help the stuclC'nt himself he can refrr thC' student to someone in another office• who can.
.. Th<' important asped of thC' pen aclvis<'f is the• pNsonal toll(·h," according to
Dr. P<'l<' Fishc•r. a ding di r<'dor of th<' p<'N advisC'nwnt program.
Although the program has 1><'<'11 designed For thC' freshmen, Fisher said no
studl'nt would IH' turnl'cl away for personal counseling or rC'frrral if he came to the
offi<:<' with a problC'm.
.. Bcn111s<' of tlw lar~c· numbers we• c:an offC'r academic: advisement onh- to thC'
frl'shmen." lw said. '"B ut if th<' ach·iscrs c:an't h<'lp you--if ~-cn1'rc• a frc•shma;1 or not-thl'y°ll rdcr 'O!I to tlw offic:c· that can."

$696,000 budget covered six mental
health centers, Thee Door, the Orlando
Detoxification Center and the Crisis
Center."
Various accomplishments of the
:council include: establishment of
single government authority for
alcoholism services in thtee county
area, development of an Intensiv~
Residential Care .Center for the
· alcoholic that houses eight. male and
six females and rehabilitation of ov.er
50 alcoholics in the 28-dav Intensive
Residential Care Center du;ing its first
six months of operation.
·The
council
also
offers
a
rehabilitation program to ·over 60
multiple 'Offenders per mo.n th in the
MORE Program (Multiple Offender
Rehabilitation
and
Education
Program.)
Education on alcohol abuse is
provided by 25 training sessions for
allied professionals within the threecountv area. The council's alcoholism
semin.ar at local schools, universities
and
hospitals
trains
health
professionals regarding the alcoholism
disease concept.
AS a committee member for the
."Jational Committee for the Prevention
of Alcoholism, Unkovic has been instrumc·ntal .ir{" th.e ;~nua l institute held
in Orlando. According to Unkovic, the
i.1pcoming institute> will be held in
March at the Disney complex al)d will
jJlacC' C'mphasis on family and vouth
and a leohol, touching on · other drugs.
Unkovic, page '5
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Newsfrouts ·

UCFopens
pro_
g,ram_

Administrators, supervisors ancl
others closely allied with education
through the university level are invited
to take part in an innovative "extern"
program to be conducted at four
Florida sites over the next eight months. ·
The program, which is _presented by
UCF and the Orlando chapter of Phi
Delta Kappa, will offer graduate
degree credit in either administration
or supervision.
Entitled "Making a Differenc:-e in
Educational Leadership," . the four- ·
part program will begin November 30
· for three days at Flagler Beach. A
second session will be conducted
February 16 at UCF; the th,rd at
Howey-in-the-Hills, April 18-19-20;
and the final three-day session as been

tentatively scheduled at Haines City,
starting May 30.
·
The applicatton deadline is Nov. 20.
Information on the Extern program
may be obtained by contacting Dr.
Robert Rothberg or Dr.. Arthur Olson,
UCF College of Education; phone
.(305)275-2426. The enrollment fee is
$120.

UCFgrad

in-hospital
FraJJk English, a UCF grad, is in
Winter Park Hospital with Hodgkins
Disease. His hospital bill has reached
over $10,000.
Angel Flight, in affilation with
AFROTC is havi·ng a pizza party Nov.·
14 from 6 until 9 p.m. at Shakey's on
SR436 near Red Bug Road. Just say
you're ~ith Angel Flight and 25 percent of the proceeds will go toward
helping Frank English. For further information call Tim Baron at 275-2659
or 275-2264.

UCF campus ministry aids
world hunger by annual fast
On Nov. 15, members of the UCF community are going to do something about
world hunger .
They are going to fast for all or part of the day and will be joining thousands
around the country in Oxfam America's sixth annual Fast for a World Harvest.
The food money they save on that day will be donated to people w~rking in the
many Oxfam-America self-help projects around the world.
According to Sister Barbara of UCF's Campus Ministry, "We're organizing the
fast at UCF for two reasons. First, we want to give faculty, staff and students a
chance to make a personal commitment to the hungry of the world. Fasting is a
symbolic way of doing that. Seco_nd, contributing food money is a simple and
direct way of sharing some of our resources with people in Latin America, A,sia,
and Af°rica who are struggling to survive and become self-reliant."
The Fast for a World Harve~t began in 1974 and is always held on the Thursday
before Thanksgiving. Last year more than 1,200 groups participated in the fast
and donated over $160,000 to Oxfam for its development and aid programs.
Among those groups to be helped through this year's fast are the boat people of
Southeast Asia, refugees in Southern Africa, farmers in Peru and Upper Volta,
craft workers in Tanzania, rural women in Bolivia and village community groups
in Sri Lanka. The goal for this year's fast is $200,000.
For more inform~tion, contact Sister Barbara x2468.
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office of the Dean-of Women is interested
inThe
determining if there are any women .on cam-·
pus who are members of national sororitie~
other than Alpha Chi (>~ega, Kappa Delta, TrtDelta, and Zeta Tau Alpha.

Please fill out information below ·and return
to Annie Broughton, Assi~tant Dean of
W~men, Student Affairs.

~

I~

NAME ---,..----SORORITY----

I

ADDRESS _ __

~

~

II
~'~

I
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HOW LONG.- - - - - - WHERE_~~~~-

PHONE----

JIM
WIDE SELECTION
- •op QUALITY MODELS
COROLLAS ·, CELICAS
STATION WAGONS
HALF-TON TRUCKS
4-WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLES

''JUST MINUTES FROM UCF''

JIMMv.JleoRYAN
.

Sonny King's ~883

W. Colonial Dr. • Orlando
. · Phone 295-8100

.

TOYOTA
, HWY 436 AT UNIV. BLVD.
678-1234
. "

•
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Concerned parents unite
in criticism of churches

'her prayer partner sent he~ bac~;;
One day her mother came hoine to
find a note which said, 'You will not
sbttwrtter
.
.
let me be a Christian, so i'm leaving.'
Parents of members of the University
She
would not tell us where she was,
Boulevard Church oJ Christ at UCF
and none of the members of the
and the Crossroads Church of Christ in
University Boulevard Church of Christ
Gainesville
have
formed
an
would
tell us either. She was calling
organizati0n reflecting their concern
home,
but
her calls became more and
over the two churches.
more
spaced
out until, for a time, we
Only a few of the approximately 30
parents would talk to the Future, and · had no contact wit.h her at all. The
University Boulevard Church of Christ
then only if they could remain
is now paying her tuition, and she is
anonymous. They expressed a fear of
living
on campus at UCF."
lawsuits and losing communication
When
asked specifically about the
with their children. Some of the parents
girl
and
her tuition arrangement,
.have even refused to identify themselves
members of the University Boulevard .
at their 'meeting's with other parents.
All of the parents said they feel they ·Church of Christ refused to comment.
The parents who talked to the Future
have lost their children to the church,
said
they were concerned over students
and still feel emotional anguish over it.
·
at
UCF
becoming involved with the
One mother said, "I nearly had a nerUnive~sity Boulevard Church of Christ
vous breakdown when it happened."
without really knowing what they are
Her child is now a member of the
all about.
University Boulevard Church of Christ
Adrian Carr, minister of the Univerwas formerly a member at the
sity
Boulevard Church ·of · Christ,
Crossroads Church while a student at
questioned the credibility of people
the University of Florida.
who refused to have their names in
One father told the following story:
"We had been disturbed by the · print. When their fe~r of lawsuits was
mentioned, he said, "This church has
changes in our daughter since she
never sued anybody."
began attending Bible studies, and had
When questioned as to whether they
made futile attempts to get her away
would sue anybody, Carr said, "The
from those people. We. even had her
Bible says don't take your brother to
out for two weeks, but just talking to
court." He defined a brother as a
member of the church.

Third in a series
by Vincent Leo Cheves

"

.
Brt.n Lahhr/Future

Freshman Joyce Wade is almost alone studying a~ the base of the
science building stairs

Greek housing project ·blocked
by Doug Marks

staff.writer

•.

· UCF's Greek housing project is still ·
in limbo according to Ron Jakubisin.
Jakubisin told the Future Tuesday the
major block is the administration's
decision · to lease rather than sell nine
fots on 16 acres on the west side of
Libra Dr.ive to the Greeks.
The original plan called for buying
the lots for '$ 300 down and $3-00 a
year for 10 years. Four months ago ·
John Goree, vice president of business
affairs, decided the land would not be
sold but leas_e d for 99 years.

"Banks may be reluctant to loan
money on a lease proposition,
especially now when money is tight,"
said .Jakubisin. · "They may even
hesitate to buy when the land is in the
.!]1iddle of campus. If they foreclose,
they will have a_lot useful only to UCF.
This is why the university wants to '
retain possession of the land."
Jakubisin said he knows of six Greek
groups ·who can finance .a house when
the university "gets their act together."
Alpha Tau Omega has already pur-

chased . off-campus, and Sigma Alpha
undergrads who drove to school and
Epsilon is in the process of buying offback every day," he said. "They're the
campus. "SAE's housing corps wil,l not
students who lived and breathed
enter a lease agreement," said
school-mainly the ones who spent four
years on cai:npus in a frat house. They
Jakubisin .
are the supporting alumni. Look at the
UCF is losing out, he said. "There
big, old schools-their ties are strongest
has been no gung-ho effort to build a
greek park like there was to change the ' when they're greek."
"The longer the administration
name and get a football team . To
takes," said the chairman, "the more
compete with other universities, we
expen~ive construdi~n ·is going to be,
need money and aluml)i· supp0rt. We
and more of the Greeks will commit"
are young and lack traditions."
. "Strong alumni , don't come from
Greek dorms, page 13

Assessment of police·investigator-- campus crime rate rises
hy Doug Marks
' staff wrtte;

Crime is on the ·increase ?t UCF, said Investigator Ed Maloney of the campus
police.
·
.
Wedn~sday he explatned the increase· is reflective of the .rising Orange Cot.ffltyOriandoitrea crime rate.
The most common crimes committed are vandalism, petty theft and criminal
mischief, he said.
Maloney explained mo~t , thefts are crimes of opportunity .. "A student le.aves a
purse on a library table and goes back into the stacks, and it's. gone when they
return.
"A guy will leave.-his pants on the gym floor while playing ball and when he gets
back his wallet ·is ·gone. It is usually fom1d later with money takeri," Malonev;s· ·
Wallet~( watches, purses~ and calcul·ators are fav~rite targets. "and bicycles are
also easy prey," he siact'"'
Books, jackets and jewelry also have a "tendencey to walk off," sa.id the in,- ..
ves~igator.
.
.
School proprrty is u•so a target of thelves and vandals.. according to Maloney.
He" said small h1b fools are easily' pocketed, but' added that a couple of. y<'ars ago a
. $25.000 ekidron mic:ro~oope was stolen and never reeovered. A "computer of sorts'"
·was takt>n about tile same tim.e and only pieces werr recovered•.'
.. Also missi.11g Is a largr, exp<>nsive Hoodlight rippedf~m its mounting outside' the
Aclmini~tration Butlding.
.· ·
·
., ·
.
A $700\efi<'eti.ve ~fass wind~>w was cracked by vandars ovrr the summer <met'
had to l>C' rPplacC'd.
Student 'Rodn<"y Thompson was ~onvictC'd of a July assault ~rncl battNy chargE>.in ·.
., S;<'ptc:~11lwr." A ._noO:.~t~1dc'nt, · Skv'<m. J. DC'nn, Wtts . ;t;privi~·t~'d ,.in SpptC'mb<;>r:.;. of ;.
· hrc•.akin~ and t'ht.ering and burglary of th~, donns in April. flolwrt E. U.ngN. h ryon.. s.todC'1.1t, was (•hargC'd in August with impc>rspn~tting a' .salc•snh\11 tmd trc•spassing . . ,
., .
.. . . I
"Tlw charge' m~· ~j<' c:hangc•d t<>· fr<,rncl, a:'i thC' c.·asc· 'is stiil pending. Tht'· p~>-Ht·<". famr in- . ..
_ ..
. , " ·
.
. ·c•stig<iting. r<'C.'t't)t tlw~ts.lfc~.m-th<' ~trtcomplex. .
.. ..
', ;
·. -.·. ~ . · :. '.. T~l',:iin>:·<~s~igatof ~<iid: th<' poH{i~;we_n·Jtmking · in.to two r·r<x·nt burg!atie,s .in the
· ·.:W <'~.HY<' . ~q:~H_'. f~~U:~S " '':<ft{.ii~X~'<.~ ~~ k~u.c·~· ~ ·but ht~ .r~r\!S<'<.~ :~o r~:vp:1.1ll)O.rc':5h~~\ "'~·~.i.l\"f~l~... -~'..:flw~· ~f.~e_n·t. (.)T~?,~f'n .i~f~'.~·:\MfY_~<'·~~~ u~locked." lJ~ .sa!~~
bt•t ,1 Wit' 1t.. mi.gl'it i11mln;.tlw ll1\ <-st.1g,1bc>-~'l.
.~.
.·~~:·
..'. · .. ·
.. .,·': .. · .. ::':. " ·MHh·lHPY str.<"~!iC'<.f' the . IW<'d for · sttidt•n.t~. ·to hrcotnf:' more . secimty-co11scious. ··.
"fh r<'<' stud<'llts <I ~cl St~~l\<\~·on-stuclt-nt s .WNt~·. a-rrt·s~~~ctdu·~i r~g. tJ~c..,;t~m lil<'~ . QI)·((·-\; .;}P'e~·':i>i. ~<:n ~Paye C:·ars 'or' rm» ins un IockC'<l which- is an open fo.v i talion ·to ·a th·ief. '.'"
s~uclent whon1 Malo1wy \vo\1.ld not id.~·ntif~· w:1,s. charg,~·d w'it~1,ha.th'p·., <».r phy~i:··<1l...~: : ·~~ T"h~.' (';~.i:n~~n~-. is _<~ rnini~iture" <.·bi1'1mi..mity~th~, r~al worl~t on a stnall"sc~le,'.;: he
assn ult ·
~
.
_.
· ·.
:. s;i~<t-.. addin~ t.nat.·th'> .(·ampus i-:; qi1itc1 a ·~unique' environm<'nt. "We have evervthing · ·
··
Malone•\· also said a 12-gaugc• 'shotgun· wa.s·confiscah·cL from. "a ~id doiiig so1_u<· · (rorp tr~1Hi<.'-('i:l.m·dc'(I strC'C'ts to d<•l1sf'. S\\'alllp\ woods." he exp~a-int-cL .
targd pradiC"<'...
..
Campus.Crime. page 14

<·;.<:. · :.: · ".. .

.. ...
.,.

Bulletin Board
Dean's office
institutes program
On Nov . 5 the Dean of Men's office
in itiated a new counseling program for
evening students. Located in the Student Affairs Suite, Admin . 282, the
program will be available Monday
through Thursday from 5 to 9 p .m . to
meet the needs of UCF's evening
students.
Any student who can't come to the
campus ·during normal operating
hours may visit the pffice during this
time to have problems resolved. For
any questions, call the Dean of Men's·
office at 275-275 l.

s .t udents honored
with scholarships
Twenty-five black students who survived rigid selection will be honored
w ith scholarships Nov . 14 during the
second annual banquet hosted by the
Office of Minority Student Services at
UCF.
Among the l 5 students who will
receive the Equal Education Opportunity scholar awards are recent high
scho~l graduates, a transfer student,
plus five graduate students according
to Dr. Robert Belle, director of minori"minority student services and main
speaker at the event.

Art Department
hosts master
printer iecture

UCF's Art Department is hosting
guest speaker Jerry Radinger on Nov. 9
at I p .m ..
Radirlger, master printC'r from the
Maitland Art Center, will be speaking
on lithography, the history and
technology of lithography and how it
appl ies to art.
The lectures will be givm in HFA 309.

t ''1E. ESCAP£.b AT
~F'~

snc
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'tA1t~O WIN(,,

WeE~S IN "tWI
CAf:ETE~JA 1 I ''1E

ESCAPED AT. LAST.'/

K club schedules
Knight benefit
The Circle Club, together with the
cheerleaders and the South Orlando
Kiwanis Club, are sponsoring the First
Annual UCF Football Benefit Barbecue Nov. l 0 befor:e the football

ga~~e~

T~Uc

61J"tS 6U.~SEO
Me, Yet.LEt> ,"t>EATtt

TO FL.\f.$ 1~ TIS1> "'IE
TO Tt\~ 6"UOON

$4 for adults. The menu includes barbecue chicken and pork, baked beans
and cole slaw. There will be a pep
rally, spirit competition with prizes,
and President Colbourn, team captains
and coaches will take part.

Full services will be provided, with a
doctor present for the benif it of night
students.. If there is not enough response
to the hours, original hours will be
resumed.

Health Center to
change hours
on trial basis

Raft ........
. -.dlcaldtaidl•.....
Give Heart Fund . ~

event wi·ll take place at the east
side of the Tangerine Bowl from 4 to 7
The Health Center will be open from
p.m . Tickets are $3 for students and
5 until 9 p.m. beginning each Tuesday,
,___ _ _ _..,Nov . 13.

American Heart Association ·

I

.....

~-....il~A..il~...~~~...-.....,.........,..~:...ria~~~~..-.~=--~

Make
it all

Thanks to the Best ~X
Derby Babies and Daddies
around: Roger, Paul, Brad,
.Rick· and Neil.

better.

Love~

the Zetas

Reel Cross.

The Good Neighbor.

marketplace
for rent
Small furn. apt for rent. $125/mo, inc. util. 2 miles
from UCF. Call 273-2212 after 2 p.m.

Pitcher of Draft
of your choice

$2.00-$3.50
After 3 p.m. when you order
a 12 inch pizza with two
or more toppings. (expires 11/30)

Across from UCF

Mobile home-near UCF-lge 1 bdrm-furn-no pets-Ph
568-2427 after 5:30, wknds. $170.
Townhouse decorator furn. liv din fl rm, master
bdrm, guest bdrm;den-study, washer/dryer, dishwasher, garbage disposal, stove, ref, tenni·s court,
pool. Adults, non-smokers, no pets. 647·3924.

.help wanted

e

"Ii like to do more than

say T1atk you.

ftl like to have you
over for pot roast!'

~II

Thanks to you, It
works. for all of us.

j'~

United Way

Business opportunity for ambitious and enthusiastic people looking to supplement their income. National Marketing plan can bring you success. 869-7331 M-F after 8 jJ.m.

personal ·

Anyone interested in Gymnatstics? CAii Allison
Stewart 275-4131 .
Peter Lupus, Internationally famous actor, author,
nutritionist and physical fitness consultant introduces his guaranteed nutritionally balanced
fast weight gain/loss program. For information
ask for Neil at 365-3656 after 8 p.m.

Administrative Asst. needed very light typing and
office work, pleasant working conditions, S~.00
hr. part-time. Call 647-2111 for·appointment.

Need two male roomates · to ·share rent and
utilities in large three bedroom townhouse. Call
Jeff 273-5322.

Overseas Jobs-Summer/year round. Europe, S.
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, $500$1,200 monthly. Expenses paid. Sightseeing. Free
info-Write: IJC, Box 52-87 Corona Del Mar, Ca.
92625.
.
WANTED-Students to work as personal attendants
for male handicapped student beginning Winter
Quarter. WILL TRAIN. Paid, part-time. Ph. 2752371, Special Services.
Social Science majors-Earn while you earn!
Valuable experience, academic credit, and little
bit of cash! Call UVA at 275-2179 or come by GCB
327.

NEED A TYPIST? The Future keeps a list of
available typist on file. For further information
contact the Future Business Office 27.5-2865.
EXPERT TYPING: 18 yrs. exp. Term papers, reports,
resumes, etc. Correction of spelling,
grammar, punc., and editing included. Reasonable.
Call Bea 678-1386.

'-----------------1 theses,

Custodian needed, part-time, $3.00 hr., !10 experience needed, must be reliable. Apply in person
to the Maitland Civic Center after 12 noon & all
day Sturaday.

I need drivers and floral designers to work part
. time for the cc;ming holidays. Good work earns
good pay! Call Mike by Nov.17. 843-9660.

•
servtces

·o ther

Notice: Female student desired to share country
home. $145 a month pays all. Check housing for
photo layout. Call Richard or Jim 365-7392. Move
in now.
Female roomate wanted to share 2 bdrm· apt at
Haystacks. $115/mo. & Yi util. Call Sandi at 2756783 or 862-2332.

for sale
1972 Camaro. Air, new tires, CB. Runs great.'Call
Les at 273-7956. Just $1900-Haystilck.
For Sale: Golden Retriever pups, around Nov. 15,
AKC Registered, and OFA certified. Call after 6
p.m. 425-7880 or 904/383-1900.

Typing/editing. large or small jobs. Judy: 2752351 or 677-1902.
Professional typing. 15 yrs exp. IBM Electric.
Spelling, punc. & grammar corrected. Paper
provided-Call Ginny-273-8407, 8-2 & 7:30-9:30.
Typist, experienced-term papers, thesis, resumes.
IBM Correcting Selectric. Marti Lyons 275-2811
or 365-6874.
Hairdresser licensed. Men-women's cuts. S5/$7
perms, frostings, 1 mile from UCF. For appt.Cathy eves & weekends. 365-5973.
Do you need to buy or sell property? Why not allow
E.R.A.'s national exposure work for you?
Make the Decision to sell or buy and we will show
you how it can be a pleasure.
Call Pamela Moloney, Realtor-Associate, 8309055. Epoch Realty, Inc. Summit Plaza, HWY. 436,
Casselberry, Fla.
ABORTION SERVICES, Free Pregnancy test, low
cost birth control. Privacy, confidentiality guaran·
teed. Birth Control Center, Inc. 725 N. Magnolia
Ave. Available by phone 24 hrs a day: 422-0606;
or toll free 1(800)432·8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VC screening,
low-cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

Speakers: 2 JBL L26 Decades, 2 way w/60 wat·
Part-time truck drivers. Fuel oil routes adjusted to ts/channel cap. 41/z yrs. old, sim. to L40's of
your schedule. Saucer & Sons Fuel OIL Co. Phone . today. $312 new. $200-pr. Ph. 677-5331.
365-3126 or come by the office and fill out an apSpeakers: 2 Sansui LM-110. 2 way/w/35 watplication.
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
ts/channel cap. 3 yrs. old. Bookshelf type. 4120Pregnant?
Need help? 841-2223
pr.
Call
677°5331.
Experimental subjects needed for Human Factors
Graduate Research, $3.00 per hour plus reimburFree Pap smear and breast exam
sement for one hour's travel. Testing is to deter- 1973 Dodge Charger 318-Air, PS, PB, Pioneer
Call for appointment-Counseling for men.
mine effectiveness of new Naval Training stereo, many extras. Looks and runs great-best
BETA Center, 419 N. Magnoilia, Ori.
Program. Contact Bruce Boldon at 646-5130 bet· offer. Call 862-8761.
ween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. on
1977 Suzuki 750 SHOW BIKE-Like new, 7600
Mon., Wed., or Fri.
miles, real clean, garage kept.adult owned. Full
Student Assistant-Psychology Major. Exp. in fairing custom painted light blue to match tank & Classified ads must be submitted in person no
programming in BASIC or FO"TRAN and in com- fender, cruise contro, crash bar, two SHOEI blue later than Monday, 4 p.m. On-campus rates are
puter operation. Coursework in experimental/in· helmets, padded sissy bar, custom step seat, new per line: SOc for one issues; 45c· for two issues;
dustrial psychology. $3.85-$4.50/hour. Contlct K-81 rqr tire, exc. cond., $1850.00 firm, 273- 40c for three issues; and 35c- for four or more
6617 after 4:30 p.m. Many other extras.
.Or. David Abbott, Psych. Dept. 275-2216.
issues. Payment is due at the time of placement.

deadlines
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University campaign attacks cheating
by Kellie Burdette
staff writer ·

The university has launched a "threfold campaign" against cheating.
·
Acording to Student Government Attorney General Victor Collazo, "The Administration, President Colbourn and his staff, deans, Minority Services, Student
Government representatives and repre~entatives from the Student Government
reprC'sentatives and representativ~s from the Student Senate discussed problems n
campus and ways to solve them" at a three-day Student Government/faculty
retreat in Septermber.
·
Sep_tem ber.
One of the problems discussed was cheating, Collazo said. "Cheating is reaching

epid~mic levels, especially in the technical areas like engineering, math and science where competition is so strong," he said.
"Last year there were IS cases brought before the Student Judicial Council,"
remarked Coflazo. "This year we are Gracking down, and we expect more."
"cheating cheapens a degree," Collazo said. "If a person cheats to receive a

Unkovic·___;____..;___ _ _ _ __
"One hundred participants from all
over attend the institute, half of whom
are national experts, ha)f local experts," Unkovic said.
The institute, inconjunction with the
U.S. Navy,
is trying to share
knowledge about alcohol and drugs,"
said Unkovic.
The tentative format for the sessions
will involve such topics as "Alcohol:
The campus Scene" and "The
Alcoholic Family: Living with an
Alcoholic."
Recently, the Women s Christian
Temperance Union closed its Orlando
office and subsequenty awarded grants
. to UCF and Rollins which were used in
a joint program, co-directed by
Unkcyic and Dr. Art Jones from
Rollins. The program, held Oct. 25 ,

from page l

dealt with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.
Unkovic and Jones were able to have
the University of Florida hospital team
guest lecture.
.
There are a number of classes in
sociology, education and psychology
at UCF, teaching about alchohol and
its abuse, but Unkovic would like to see
the
subject
in
public
school
curriculum . He Jans to meet with Dr.
Linton Deck, superintendent of orange
County schools, in an effort to educate
student in public schools. According to
Unkovic, "It's been on the books for
curriculum but ont carried out."
. "Nobody hqs the ultimate answer,
the cause of alcoholism," said
Unkovic, "but . it· is someth~ng to be
concerned about."

Perform a
death-defying

degree, he is not qualified for, and then do~s poorly at · a job after graduati<2!!., i! .
damages the reputation of our university. It cheapens every degree Vl)e iSSlie."
According to the Guide to Knight Life, academic dishonesty includes cheating of
any kind with respect to exams, course assignments, 'illegal possessionv-bf tests,
plagiarism or helping another st_ude!'lt to cheat.
Penalties for being caught cheatirrg range from a general probation to expulsion.
The most common sentence awarded to cheaters is suspension, usually for a year.
During that time, a student cannot transfer to another school nor can he graudate,
even if he only lacks one course, Collazo explained. ·
.. For example, summer quarter a student was caught ha~ing a test taken for him
· by someone else. The student was supended for one yar (four quarters). He was to
graduate, job pending, everything, and lost it all," CoHazo said. The person taking
the test for the student was equally penalized.
·
.
Instructors have the option to give cheaters a failing grade, loss of credit for a
specific assignment, or have the student "rei:noved from the course." Students who
feel they-are ~njustly accused of cheating may appeal to a committee and receive a
hearing.
In order to put a stop to massive cheating at UCF, Collazo suggested the
fol lowing: .
• Use honor society members as monitors for tests.
• Ma.ke the faculty more aware of what to do when somebody cheats.
•Persuade instructors not to leave the room during tests.
• Have a periodic I.D. check to cut down on students taking ·t ests for other
students.
"Next year all students will be issued picture I.D.'s so I.D . .checks should work
well," Collazo said.

BOR'"-----------------------f~~m page I
some group must be able to ex.amine
all the divisions of postsecondary
education and make decisions based
upon a 'wh,ol istic' view of current
programs and future needs," according to minutes from the meeting.
The SCSBP does not favor the idea of
a local board of ti:-ustees because, "The
university structure does not need the
additional bureaucracy and waste of
local boards of control. Advisory
boards might well be an answer, if

act.

UCF.

We can't afford
to waste it.

blood pressure

checked. ·
Give Heart Fund

Next week: A complete explanation of
the systems and how they might affect

ENERGY.

· llaveyoar·

American Heart

local boards are deemed to be in the
best interest of the state."
The presidents said they believe the
local boards of trustees have been successful
in some areas because of the
people serv\ng on the local board and
not the boa.rd con.c ept itself. ·
·

~

Associatio~

FREE MUSIC ..
All Week Long

RITAREmER
says_"So Long"

•

·No Cover, No Minimum
on These Engagements

To her friendst
faculty, staff, &
students at U.C.F.

Halloween Night· Music by the Budapest String Band ·
Thursday night· Todd Sundeen entertains all evening long
Friday and Saturday Nights · The Slim Chance band, featuring
Bob Carr, both nights from 8 o'clock to midnight

Ooocl luck, All. lofe Rifa.

Happy Hour Friday Afternoon · music by Ron Brookes
Saturday Afternoon· Grace Goode and Ron Brookes share the
afternoon bill
Sunday Afternoon · The Outdoor Bluegrass Festival, starring
Sawgrass & Co., from 1 'til.6

TO OUR ANGEi .S:
Over the .Pas~ year there have been many times when the support of such
an orgamzaho~ as yours has heel] .a shining light in our path. However,
Qoften at these times a mere "Thank You" just doesn't seem enough.

. Downtown
Orange Avenue at Washington Sbeet
2 Restaurants e Open Every Day 8 AM 'til
Midnight
S Shops e Open Dally 10 AM 'til 9 PM · e
Sunday Noon 'til S

· It is with sincere pride and honor that we. the Arnoid Air ·s ocietv have this
opportunity to salute you on what is you day, National AnF Da~.

0

.

Keep Affecti9nately
Your Arnies

Q
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C9urteSy, not path, to protect bikers
.._ SWJ\~.:i).a---.;.

by Kelhe Burdette

,,·~"._;

staff writer

UCF Bicycle Club President Sterling Hall said some "local roads" aren't safe for
cyclists. "People stick broom handles out of their car windows which could strike
bikers. A favorite is glass beer bottles. People throw them right behind our bike
tires," he said.
"Most of the problem areas are local roads off 434 and 436," said Hall.
"Motorists get perturbed. A friend and I were biking off of 434. A motorist ran
him off the road. My friend shot him a bird. The motorist pulled over and punched rny fr iend in the stomach. Another time I was riding with the Central Florida
Bike Club. A large truck came by and ran all 30 of us off the road."
"Right now there are 12 members in the UCF bike club. All of us wear helmets,
use hand signals and obey the bike laws. But riding on the roads is dangerous. We

Peer advisement

----

~' ~

Bikers may have to wait five to eight years for a bike path to be built on Alfaya
Trail or University Boulevard, according to Transportation Planner Ed Williams
of the Orange County Planning Departm<:mt.
"We've had a problem with getting the state to widen roads, build sidewalks and
bike paths near'" UCF," said Williams. "The Florida Department of Transportation says they plan to widen the roads in five to eight years, and they will not
build a bike path until the roads are widened."
According to Williams, "The state says it has no funds now to widen the roads or
build bike paths. The roads are not a "high priority" for improvement, he'nce the
lenethv wait."
"The state has received several letters from residents and petitions from UCF
students," said Williams. "It's really frustrating. · It's going to take a much more
o~ganized effort to get anything done."

like to ride out in the country to avoid maniac motorists," said Hall.
"Yes, a bike path would help. Did you know it's against the law for cyclists to
ride on sidewalks?" said Hall. "Its a shame we will probably have to wait for a
death before they put in bike paths 11ear UCF."

from page I .·
.

The peer advisers have been hired to act as a supplement to the faculty advist-'rs,
Fisher said, but some faculty have been apprehensive about the program.
"And that concern is understandable, " Fisher said. '"Academic advisement is
critical in developing a student in the right areas. If the student is not steered
properly, a lot of confusion and frustration can result. Some faculty are concerned
the students (peer advisers) are not prepared to handle that."

~

WE 'Rt: Al.L •G IV(NG TO
CU.R15'TNAS SEALS/

Southern .PhOto.·
Photo ~p.p,Jies
.Cameras .• Strob~s~· ~ Frames • M atts .

Portraits

STUDENT
PISCOUNT$

Weddings• Pa.ssp~rts & l.D.'s ··
'Open: Mon-Sat 9-6 S184 E. Colonial
F~i - till ~
Herndon Plaza
Sunday
1-5
.
'896-1724
- """ . _,
.... . _ - ..
- .-

/

1

~

EQDY J. HAS WHAT YOU WANT BY:
'

HUTSPAH
CAREER CLUB
SANSABELT
HANES
ALLAN STUART
HIGGINS
D'AVILA
WEMBLEY
DANBURY .

FREE GIIT WRAPPING.
FREE ALTERNATIONS
FREE HOT COFFEE
EXPERT FASHION CONSULTANTS
USE YOUR:
BANKAMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
DINER'S CLUB

H.l.S.
CAMP
HICKOK
OCEAN PACIFIC
SEDGEFIELD
ANGEL FLIGHTS
ARROW
PURITAN
DON LOPER

.· EbbyJ

lashtnus For mru
4530 Orange Blossom Shopping Center, Orlando 1-851-0142
1485 Butler Plaza Casselberry 671-0966
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SAGA director defends meal plan
by Barbara Cowell
anoclate editor

Responding to allegations and complaints pub lished by the Future in
edilorials and letters to the ed itor,
SAGA Food Service Di rector Stan Ried
said he was unaware of many of the
complaints ..
One compla int in a n edi toria l
pu blished in th e O ct. 26 iss ue of the
Future sta ted that hou rs we re shortened in the cafeteria. Reid sa id the
hou rs have been lengthened . "They
a re longer this yea r th a n they were last
yea r ," he said.
Ri ed also said he remains concern ed
over the prices of food. "Charging
$3.50 for an unlimited seconds for
breakfast
and
dinner
isn't
unreasonable," he said.
"The perception of the food committee is that the only cost to students not
on the meal plan would be breakfast
and dinner. Not many outsiders .eat on

•

campus fo r those mea ls. The meals
aren't even designed fo r them. It's
done t~eRifiHhe boarders," he sa id. ·
Ried's ulti ma te responsib ility is the
budget. "We have to work mi nimum
wages, fue l costs into our· bu dget," he
sa id . "No com modity pri ces a re goin g
dow n; however, some a la carte pri ces
a re down fro m la st spring."
Trying to esta blish better contact
with students is a priority, sa id Ri ed.
"We would like to have more fe.edback
from the students, Through surveys
given directly to me, they can voice
their opinion and suggestions," . he
said.
Another mechanism for feedback
. would be a food service liaison
position. Some~ne, either a resident or
commuter student, could serve as an
information gatherer for SAGA," said
Ried.
Handouts are planned to be given
out so each student can indicate what
meals they would like to be served.
Ried said he feels the mandatory
boarding plan is SAGA's biggest adversary.
Instituted by UCF, the plan encompasses all resident students, who must
be on one of the three boarding plans
United way
as long as they live on campus.
1'hilnks to you .. .,,....
rbr ... ol'ua.
"I don't see the plan stopping, but I
A Pubhc ~""ce of This Ne-~
&:>see
a change in it," Ried said. "The.
& Th• AO..,t11s1no Councrt
coupon system may be more feasible.
, It doesn't help when customers are forced to eat in yom restaurant."
A new eating facility is planned in . , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ; t h e. Student Union building including a

•

II

contemporary new din ing room, Ried
said . "We' ll be serving fast foods and
natura l foods as well as deli-style
foods."
Pace cha nges such as the recent
Oktoberfest w ill cont in ue according to
Ried.
" Our customers didn ' t see
Oktoberfes t as being nega ti ve o r
d issa poin ting like your editori a l said. "
Ried sa id.
Expa nsion of the prese11t menu is not
planned. "Unless the customer ind icates that they would like a change. ·
· There are three different entrees every
night," said Ried.
SAGA has a one year renewable contract with the university. With option
on both sides, the contract expires this
summer.

Stan Ried
SAGA Director

No funds·available·for parking design
by Kathleen Foronda
at.ff writer

In 1976, the Board of Regents accepted from UCF a master plan for construction of university parking lots,
roadways, and drainage to be completed when funding was made
available.
The plan was submitted to the
federal government in order to obtain
a possible Public Works Grant, but no
money was awarded. Engineer Mike
Spinnato, of the Physical Plant ,
designed the master ·plan, which
would allow for some 2060-plus
parking spaces for students and
faculty .
At present the only funds available for

construction of these parking IOts are
the decal funds. Students and faculty
have contributed to the construction of
parking lots behing the Education
. building and next to the dormitories
through the purchasing of decals.
Spinriato estimated it would take
abour six months to complete the entire project and roughly $2. l million.
Yet, prioiities are set toward the new
· student services project and the expansion of dormitories and the computer center, according to John Goree,
vice-president of Business Affairs.
Because of rising costs, Goree has
asked Spinnato to update the plan and
said he expects to see changes in plans
Parking lots. page 20

fmSJ!,

PRECISION
CUT,

CONDITIONER.
&BLOWDRY
$9.6~

JUST A.JO·B?
NOT HERE!
BURT

REYNQLDS

"ILL

.

CANDICE

CLAYIU_,H lllGEN

Phil Potter would like to straighten out his life•..
One way. or the other.

Sea· World .of Florida, the world's
largest and most exciting marine life·
park, has several entry level opportunitities available in our FOOD
SERVICES AND MERCHANDISE
DEPARTMENTS.
If you are,.an enthusiastic individual
who enjoys dealing with the public
and have a ready smile, then Sea
World may~have that job you've been
looking fQr.
Both Full and Part-time positions are
available, so drop by the Empolyment
Center Monday through Fri-day, 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and speak with us.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER M/F
I
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Satire

Norman speaksls someone rstening?
Luigi Vercotti
freelance lackey

(Note: In light of recent events, we at
the Future felt it would be timely to
run this recent interview with campus
nonentity Norman the 9-banded Armadillo.
This article really has
'nothing to do with any current events,
but we don't care.
We can run
anything we want in our newspaper!
· (Har! Har!)
I recently had the pleasure of interviewing Norman the Armadillo at his
luxurious suburban burrow, located i-n
a palmetto scrub patch near Oviedo.
We talked as we watched the BucsPalcons game on television.
Future: Do you mind if we do this intervie~ in the "Q-A" style, like

can ever rip off any. l...(expleti e
delrtecl) How could Hagins drop that
pass??? Williams had him on the
numbNs!
Future: Back to the question.s, Norman ...
Norman: Whv not?
Futiire: How .is the "fan" situation?
Norman: Non-existent. This strip sure
hasn't helped me with the ladies. They
get the impression from the strip that
I'm a cheapskate, a moocher, a lecher,.
Future: And vou feel this is untrue?
Norman: O{ course. it's truE'! I just
don't need it adv.ertisE'd, y'know? .But
what really gets me is the fan mail.
Hahl One letter in a vear and a half,
Playboy?
and it's about recipes. for armadillo!
Norman: Playboy? Gee, an intellec- Psychopaths!
tual! Who cares?
Future: You seem fond oJ insul.ting
Future: Okay! Now, for the first names, Norm.
question, Why is it just "Norman the ·. Norman: Norm? Who the hell are you,
Armadillo" these davs?
Merv Griffin? Mv mother isn't even
Norman: What?
·
allowed to call m~ "Norm," let alone
Future: I mean what happened to the some zit-faced pseudo-journalist!
"9-banded" pa rt?
Future: I don't have to crouch here and
Norman: Oh, it's still there. It's just take this kind of abuse!
that certain cartoonists who shall Norman: I'm sorry! I've just taken· a
remain nameless, are just. a little too correspondence course from the Deane
lazv to letter it in! Oh! Care for a cen- Jordan School of Creative Insult, and I
tip~de?
want to get my money's worth.
Future: No thanks.
FuturP: What do vou like in music?
Norman: 'lt's okav! It's the same brand Norman: SouthC'~n Rock! Hell, yes!
SAGA uses!
Espe<'ially Z.Z. Topp. The 'dillo is t~e
Future: No, that's okay. How do you svmbol of ·Texas/Southern Rock ,
like your "job"?
v''knowl
Norman: Eh! I'd like to get a little FutttrP~ So vou're from Texas?
monev off it, franklv. The "artist" Norman: Well, my great-great-greatblow~ it all on rioto{1s living before I great-great grnndj':>arrnts were! Came

to Florida in the '20s in one of those
that jumping around ... :
traveling roadside zoos.
They
Future: If we may conclude on a more
escaped when a kindly old lady
wholesome note, .Norman,_just what is
mistook them for turtles, freed them,
the name of that snake in your strip?
and threw them into a lake! ForNorman: It's ... It's .. .It's ... inconsequentunately, 'dillos are gm)d swimmers,
tial.
so ......
Future: Thank you, Norman.
Future: How do vou feel about the
Norman: Mr. Armadillo to you
traditio~ of carto~n characters fo the
moron.
Futurp? Such as Roxi. Captajn G.P.A ., ~-A--R--e-m
the Future Four,
Vi_ncent the
Vulture ....
Norman: Don't mention that buzzard
in this barrow, bunkie! I hate buzzards
vou don't see me playing the
.poseur on calendars or in glass cases!
'Scuse me, it's · half time. (turns off

___l_n_d_e_r___,

T.V.)
Futw~_e: ·How do you feC'I about our new ·
football team?
Norman: Seriousl v. I could care less!
You can · see .football a nvwherc\
anvtimC'. Now women's volleyball, all

November 10-17 is
Na.tional Be Kind to
.
Armadillo Week.
Drive Carefully

THE FLORIDA ST ATE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE IS ON CAMPUS
EVERY THURSDAY.

WHY WAIT IN LINE?

Florida ST<.\Te.

Etffl."'!""wt

.Servece

-- ~-' 1/'1f

THIS IS A SERVICE FOR ALL STUDENTS, NOT JUST FOR VETERANS!! FOR AN
APPOINTMENT STOP BY THE OFFICE OF VETERANS AFFAIRS, SUITE 2 82,
ADMIN. BLDG. PHONE 2707/08

Novembe~
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Marxists hold 'red hot' debates .
by Mary Wilson

derground publication ."
The forum's programs include: a
group discussion of the workers'
struggle in Northern Ireland; a USF
professor's lecture on Maoism; film
presentations such as "Last Grave",
banned in South Africa for its depiction of the treatment of blacks; and "A
Day Without Sunshine," describing the
plight of Florida migrant workers.
"Our name is misleading," Riser
said. "We deal with topics under

mauglng editor

.

_..
J

John Riser, professor of humanities
at UCF, describes himself as a "referee"
for the twice a month meetings of the
Marxists Forum.
'Tm sort of an informal sponsor and
refC'ree for our political discussion
group," Riser said . "Our most heated
debates a re not between Marxists and .an ti-Marxists, but among the differrnt varieties of Marxists."
The forum evolved from a class Riser
taught in the fall of 1977 on special
't opics in Marxism. Students began to
informall_ meet to augument class instr<:tion.
"It was vcrv academic at first, but
proplr begc.{n to find that less excibng," Riser said. "Now we bring in
outside films and speakers with a format of presentation, discussion,
argument and d bate."
The Marxist Forum is not a UCF
student organization .
"I once
broached the subject. but nobody was
interested. I haven't seen the need to
pursue it because the university has
been very good about p.roviding us
space."
Riser said there is no ideological
requirement to participate in the
forum. "I think there are a lot of
misunderstandings abou~ Marxism,
and the forum is designed to give
people a ch·a nce to discuss these
things," Riser said.
Not all of the forum's guest lecturers
are pro-Marxist. Some do not even
broach the subject of Marxism . Earlier
this year a university philosopher
denied · - employment in Hungary
because of dissident activities, spoke at
the forum . Riser said the man resides
in West Germany and "intends to
return to Hungary to work with an un- .

Marxism, socialism and revolution."
Forum meeting attendance, according to Riser, "is as few as 6 or 7, occasionally as many as 40 or SO. Some
are members of the Communist party,
some are not . Some are hostile to
Marxism, but most are generally sympathetic."
·
"Though this is the only opportunity
students have for a discussion of this
type," Riser said, "generally campus
Marxists Forum, page 14

Professor compares Soviet Union, US
by Barbara Cowell

·

a91oc1ateedltor

"If the Russians have 50 years of peace, then there won't
be a great deal of difference between the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R.," said Dr. John Evans about his travels to the Soviet
Union.
Starting in 1960, Evans has traveled to the U.S.S.R. 13
times. "I was curious, that's why I went," he said. "During
the Korean Was I was in the army, serving in Europe.
Knowing that it was the Russians behind the war made me
curious, as well as talking to defectors from the Soviet
Union."
His first trip was an automobile trip around Russia with
his wife. Since then, he has traveled to Russia with assorted
student groups, historians, and on his own .
There have been changes in the 19 years he has been
visiting the country . "There are more consumer goods now
than there were in 1960. Department stores used to have
goods shown in the windows that they didn't have in stock at
all. Russia is much more relaxed now, both the people and
the government," Evans said.
LINES ARE a wav of life for Russians. "They have
professional line standers. They have planned how to get a
place in line, and they often pay someone to save their place.
That way, people can be in two or three lines at the same
time," said Evans.
Russians cannot be compared to Americans according to
Evans. "For instance, housing is a real problem. Because of

poor construction, apartments built 10 years ago are now
obsolete. There are no individual houses-they're all apartments," he said.
"In other ways, the Russian people are like sheep. They
don't ask why there is no housing, they don't ask why do we
wait in lines. They just accept things the way they are. They
are apathetic about their distribution system," Evans
said.
"ON THE other hand, no one starves in Russia. They
don't go jobless. They aren't allowed. If you are jobless for
over six months then you run the risk if being arrested," said
Evans.
"In a lot of ways they are like serfs. People in Moscow
aren't allowed to stay overnight in a hotel. They must sleep
in their own homes."
Western fashions are slowly coming to the Soviet Union.
"A lot of women are still wearing dresses that the prints were
made over 30 years ago. Blue jeans, of course, are very expensive on the black market. Some people have financed
their ·trips by merely selling jeans to kids over there. Some
jeans can sell for as high as $120 over there," Evans said.
RUSSIANS DO not believe in mass ecucation, according to
Evnas. "Not everyone can go to universities. · As many as
24,000 applications can be submitted but only 6,000 are accepted, he said.
To be accepted to the . university, a prospective student
must take four basic exa ms including Russian history and a
foreign language. Both the average of the 10 grades of lower
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Provide input
on system~s : :.

,,,ANl)ftft)

·tsOUR

,

COMPROMISE
,.,

.reorg~niz~.fion

.I

I '

The move to look into altem.a te governing
systems for our postsecondary educational systems
is long overdue. It is likely .the Joint Legislative,
and Executive Commission on Postsecondary
Education wiJl pick the best choice in a style of
governance.
But the committee will not be able to restructure
the means of controlling our educational bodies to
. the people's .needs if we do not tell the people in- ,
volved what we want.
Because we are in college, we have a special interest. in education. We should provide our input,
however, not only for our own wants and needs,
but also those of following generations.
The students on UCF's campus should make a
concerted effort to investigate possible alternative
choices and to get with UCF leaders to voice their
opinions. The decisions to b.e made by this committee are important ones. They may completely
change the Florida State University System as we
know ittoday.
Our educational system cannot continue to func.ti on as it has been without making some .changes.
Each year we spend increasingly more funds on
education, ·but they are never enough to cover the
growing costs of education. Teachers at our
universities are still underpaid, and there is not
enough funding available for new programs to.
keep up with the other univ~rsity systems in the
eountrv.
Now is a very crucial time -. in the decisionmaking process. Get with the · Student Body
President Armando Payas to express your views
about the changes in our educational system. He
still can take those views back to the ·persons
making the decisions at this point, before any final
decisfons are made. But if you wait too l~ng or
don't let him know how you feel, you may get
stuck with a postsecondary education structure
· that you like less than the present one.
The Editorial Board

Letter Poliey
Letter to the editor must be delivered to the Future by 3
p.m. on the Monday prior to publication to he considered
for the issue. Letters must hear the writer's signature and
phone number. Names will be withheld upon request. The
Future .reserves the right to edit letters.
Mailing address: P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816.
Editorial o.ffice phone: 2 7 5-260 I. Business office phone:
275-2865.
This public document was oromull!ated at an annual cost of
'$78.8.q:) or 6. 7 cents ot•r c·on\· to inform th(· uni\'crsih:
conununity. Annual advertisin~ revt.•nue of S~6.SH:J
defray 72 percent of the annual c·ost. The Future is
funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated hy
the : stu~ent government of the University of Centr~I
Flotida.

Letters

·ucF

students should receive
complete, ·liberal edUcation ·

,
·
·
Eclitor: ·
I was dismay<'d at the opinion C'xpressed by the
Editorial Board in the Comments section of last
WC'ek's flltllr<' (NovembN 2, 1979). · The
thinking behind thC' articlr serms narrow-minded
and disorganized (e.g., the citation of the
prrv<llencr of emplovNs to give graduates on-thejob training is an '.argunwnt usually used by
proponents c~f a non-specialized, liberal arts
education: thf' use of this argument to promote
morC' spC'cialized education makes no sense).
Dur to . the explosion of information and
trchnological development in ' recent times,
spt'dalization .in one fiC'ld does not (and should
not) prC'cludr a college studrnt from becoming
exposed to equallv val id channrls of human endevor outsidr his ~>wn fiC'ld. I would like to think
that futurr engineers will havC' some frrling for
tlw intC'rdepmclence of organisms in ·thr environnwnt, social scit'ntists recognize the
biologic:al origins of human bl'ings, biologists
have• an understanding of th<' neec•ssarv demands
of tc'd~nological innovation, and th<~t thC'y all

Sprinklers help sidewalks grow
Editor:
ThC' mvstNv has fina llv hC'C'n solvC'd. For VC'ars · sidewalks · receive more than their fair share of
studc•nts havp.wondNC'd ~hv tlH' sid<'w<ilks a.t this wa t<•r. Si nc:C'r<'st congra tu Ia tions shou Id go to thC'
uniwrsit~· arC' among thC'. wid('st to bC'. fo;tncl Ph.D. in SprinklC't: Plac:enwnt who original Iv saw
arnwlwr(' in th<' eountrv. Diel th<' contractors .to it that not a square foot of pavc•nwnt was left ·
. sitl1ply run amok at pavi;1g tinw? Was sonwonl''s out of rangC' of this irrigating systC'm.
further kudos are clue tlw prC'sent-cla~' watNbrotlwr-in-law in th<' bulk <'Pi1wnt busiti<'ss? Did
thC' uniwrsitv strike a dC'al with the· ownC'rs of tu rner-onC'rs who so consei<'nt iousl \' C'nsu rC' that
some· abanclo.1wd airfiC'ld to buv thC'ir old runwav during an C'asterl~· lirC'eZ<' all spri;1klNs on th<'
and drag it hN<' in SC'dions? if· this last had l)('<';l C'ast side· of the w;dkwan; are adivat<'d and that
<'qt1al tinw is gi\'C'll to tlie opposing side• wlwn the•
I hC' answc•r, tlH'll W(' wouJcl ha\'C' to <ISSUlllC' that
· the· pan'm<'nt c:oCild be saw<'d it1tcrdC'sirC'd IC'ngths l>tTC'Z<'S ·waft in from tlH' WC'st.
And who sa~ ·s that liming is a lost a rt? Con\vhile· l><'ing impossible· to split to rational width.
Alas. notw of tlws<' fascinating tlH•oric•s provide• side•r this fad alone•:. R~· far th<' grC'ate•r part of all
llH' answC'r to th<' dilc·mma. As so oftc•n happC'ns, sidC'walk irrigation sc•e•ms lo IH' aecomplislH'd
th<' I rtt<' answc·r is far from s1wdac:ular and was during tllC' sanw 8-10 a.m. pc•riod. whC'n most
finalh' dc•scm·e·rC'd !)\· <H·cide·nt- tim<' after tilll<' slt1dcnts arc• dodging thC'ir W<1\· from p<1rking lots
.~ftc•r tim<'.
·
·
to l'lassroom . Now th;11's timi;1g!
Th<' trullr of the· mattc'r is, tll<' sidC'walks WC'r<'
It is cliffi<"ult for Ill<' to rnt short 111~· prais<' of
sla1idard width at the• tinw of .installation and those· n·sponsiblc for c·o11trilrnting so lllllt'lt to our
ltil\T atlai1H•d th<'ir pr<'sc·11t width l><'<"t1Usc· of a a~ilil\ · traini11~. li11t I fC'ar tltat I must. Yott se•c.
principle• known to C'vrrv dirt farmC'r: If vou watc'r
l~VC' got to go find th<'m and trv to talk them into
sonwthingc·nou~h. it'll .grow.
.
baptizing 111~ · grade• point ;1\Tra.gc'.
.'\11cl 110 Oil<' <"an dispute• thC' fact t lt<1t our
Pa u I I ,011g

Edit 11r-i11-r·liir{
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University of
Central Florida
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Editorial Staff
Hr1r/111rn Corn·//. r1s.~ol'i11t1· n/i/11r: l'a11/ Taylnr. 1·1ll1 ·rtr1i111111 ·111 1'1/itur: l .a11m /fu{(111<111. siwrls n(i111r, /Ja1·1 ·

/J1wl11i1. flliotu d1ir { Jim :\1111·s. Carn/ :\r1111/rl. l\dli1 ·
·nrm/1'111'. \ ·i11n·t C/11'1'1 '.\. I\ 11t /1/n ·11 F111w11/r1. Hrim1
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Mary Wilson

have' an appreciation of literature, music, sculpturC' and painting.
.
The Renaissance was probably the last ti~e
people had both the motivation and the caµ,acHy
toi)r masters of all the arts and sciences. Though
this ideal is beyond our grasp now, I feel that the
maintenance of Environmental Studies classes
is necessary to the mature developme.nt of colley;e
graduates. f\s for apathy among students and instructors in non-major cc?urses: 'I have found that
manv 3000 ievel courses for majors are an introd~1dion to fu.rther specializahon in that field.
and therefore do not require previous knowledge
of a specializea vocabulary or concepts. Since
thr instructor does not re<.;ognize that he needs to
talk down to non-majnrs the classes are often
much better than those. designated as ESP
courses,.
Modern man, Homo sapiens sapiens, has been
suc:c:essf ul for thr last I 00,000 vears largelv due
to his behavior diversitv and flexibilitv; I h~lievC'
WC' should bC' no lrss div~rse intellectua.llv.
Michael J. Gilbrook

Cid,./ \/ 1· \11111 ·11. 11r11d11di1111 1111111ac1·r, Hirl111ri/ /J11/tl1.,-,
/ll'orl1wti1111 "'-~i-111111, Tim Hi11/. S11s1111 \1111mT. [i111
/iu~ir 'I'. \/11rJ.. S11111//11/I~ l>i1111h rl11111111/.;i11s. /11111 Trctil(I/.

Tlw F11t11rr is p11/1/islwd 1r1 ·1·kly. {111/. ll'i11t1 ·r mu/ .~ 111i11~.
11111/ hi1rr1M11 i11 tlw s1111111wr 111 tlw l '11irr'l'sit11 11{ ( 'r·11tml
Fluiiclo. It i.~ u-ri/11·11 m11/ nlitr·rl /111 st111/r·11ts o/ t/11; 1·11irr1:~il!f
1ritl1 11/fir·r·s i11 tlir · :\rt (tH11p/1 •_\ IJll / .ihm /Jiirr•.
( >11i11i1111s 1•\·1m •s\1'tl ill tlw F11t1m · 111'1' tllo.w· 11/ tlw 1·tlit11r ur
1/11 · rriil1'l' 11{ llw 11rtir/ro. 11111/ 1101 111 'ff.\.~mil11 1/1"',. 11/ tlw
Huord 11/ 1'11/1/in1ti11m . 1 ·11i1 ·1·1:~ity -\il111i1ti.~lmli1111 . or lluanl
of Hn!,rn/.\ .
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More letters

Many Orlandoans SJ!pport ·head shop quietly
Editor:
Ms. Minter's letter opposing my
head shop's advertisement in the UCF
newspaper held at least one very valid
argument. A head shop is still antiestablishment (if that word survived
the l 960's) and caters basic:allv to the
grass smokers of the area--law-brc>akers
all. We pay a buneh of taxes to enforce
the> drug laws, and the university is
supportc>cl by tax money, too, so we
hav<' a real, live' c:onflid here.
Your attempted defense of the advertisement, dear editor, was a cop-out.
Sure I carry non-c:ontrovc>rsial lines
. like incmsl' ~rnd post<'rs, and I am forced, for legal reasons, to say the pipes
and bongs are for tobucco. To talk this
ovc>r honestly, however, let's not ignore
the drug orientation of the shop.
· The plot thickens when you realize the
sC'!f-sam<' "community support" Ms.
MintC'r fears losing is supporting my
littll' business just finl'. Sl'C'ds & StC'ms
customers include: houscwivc-s with
toddlc>rs Owtter IJ<'haved than most, I

might add), carpenters and truckers,
salesman and tree-surgeons, doctors
and teachers and nurses and assorted
freaks. They come in 1980 Imperials,
huge dump trucks and '64 Fords
needing jumpstarts. They come pn
bic:vde, motorcycle and foot, still
sw~ating from their jog.
As a head shop owner, I have
dec:lared myself publicly-come out of
the closet sort of. Now, as I make my
way around the allegedly "straight"
business community, I enjoy a unique
view of our populous. The bank te11er
shines one of those "me too" smiles
through the glass when she sees the
name on my check. The mechanic offers a joint, and the insuranc~· salesman
buys a bong after his pitch. And so my
day goes--sec:retaries and county
wc;rkcrs, delivery men and office suppl ic-rs. They are part of our communitv, too, and each cringe-; at the
appC'a~ance of the police car their taxes
bought and curses ~ac:h "40 tons

busted on th~ coast" headline.
California's number one cash crop is
marijuana and billions of drug dollars
overflow our state's banks. Drugs are
big business simply because a lot of
people are doing them. Because the
drugs in question are illegal, this huge
business affecting millions goes
unregulated. You can't complain to
the FTC about a l 9-gram lid, sue for
false advertisement when the guy said
it was THC or know for sure just what
those blue pills are. It's buyer beware
all the way, and we provide the means for the buyer to beware intelligently.
Call it informed drug abuse.
abuse
of
legal1yIronically,
prescribed · drugs causes the worst
problems. Ask any drug counselor.
(Perhaps the f,reaks are right-pills are ·
for fun. At least they don't delude
themselves into thinking pills can ac:tually solve problems.)
I sell nothing illegal, and I resent the
accusation that my shop is immoral,

even though my mother agrees. My
ethics involve freedom of choice and
responsibility for one's actions. I don't
sell to kids. The shop offers directions
to .local crisis intervention and drug
counseling centers, informati6n about
the hazards of spel'ific drugs and mixtures thereof, and consumer advice on
getting more for your dollar. If a
customer isn't keeping his, uh, ship
together, he can count on a gruff lecture on self-disc!pline and such.
I certainly hope the Future will continue to accept my advertisements.
Perhaps someday soon· the laws will
change and the millions of marijuana
users in this country can again wave
and smile at their protectors,
policemen, without fear and hostility.
Thanks for the platform.
Carolyn Whitford, Proprietor
Seeds & Stems

Steaks-Seafood
-itaJian Food
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Fem Pait< Depot

140 Femwood Blvd.
Fern Park, Florida 32730
1305)830-0100
17·92 and 436 next to Jal·Alal

~
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----~------==---· E. Colonlal Depot
5101 E. Colonlal Dr.
Orlando, Florida 32807
(305)273-8500
l mite east of Fashion Square .
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KILROY$TATION
FIR~I

C l .ASS PACKAGE
Ellplrea:
1979,

Busch Gardens
Rosie O'Gradys

~o_v._2_1,
I
utlw~ e11 i11 m· p romnlicm .J

TNEWS

ED-

ORDER YOUR

YEARBOOK!

- Reg.
i.85

Discount
6.00

Available at half price

Eastern Federal
Wometco
General Cinema
Interstate 6
Plaza Rocking Chair
Great Southern Music Hall
University Drive-In

3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
2.50
2.50

2.00 .
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.25
1.25

Once Upon A Stage:
Musicana
Theatre On Park
Annie Russell Theatre
Edyth Bush Theatre
Grapefruit Production

12.50
10.00
7.50·

9.50
9.00
5.00
$1.00 off any ticket
5.00 and 4.00
' Available~for $3.00

8.00 and 6:00

I

~- 1

'-----------

SE VICE
DISCOUNT TICKETS

c

Co upon not va lid w ith a m

STUDENT GO
EN

""'"'

Buy one dinner at Reg. Price
and get 2nd dinner (equal or lesser val.)

Join us at
E. Colonial Location
for the Best in
LATE NIGHT DISCO
Sun-Ladies Nite
Mon-2 for 1 Nite
Tues-Ladies Nite
Wed-2 for 1 Nite
Thurs-Trivia Nite
(Free Prizes)

. SERVICES
Babysitting ~nd Typing Service
Car Pool-Now available in V. C. 217. Stop in if you
would like to set_up a car pool.
Book Exchange-the book exchange will start again Dec. 5.
Start gathering your used books to save a · little money next
'quarter! (Keep checking this ad for d~tails.)
1

We laminate photos, diplomas, and documents on
wood plaques at the lowest cost available.
East West Expressway Tickets can b~ purchased
Nov. 1S for$ I.SO for a book of ten tickets. The book
value is $2.00.
Located in V. C. 21 7. Open weekly form 9 to 4
Call us at 275-2191.

We're still selling yearbooks in V.c. 217 from
9a.m. to 4p.m. You can place a $5.00 deposit_
or pay in full ($11.00). Order the first U.c.F.yearpook soon!
· Clubs and organizations are asked to call
275-2191 to se.t up their appointment for a
group photo session. Remember, the page is
free if 90 percent of the organization participates in buying a yearbook.!

........

,

- SENATE ACTION MEASURES ON THE FIRST READING:
Bill 12·5
Introduced by Doug White
A bill allocating $280 .80 to purchase swords neede,d. by t.he
Fencing Club, the Shakespearean Theatre, and the University
Theatre.
Bill 12·6
Introduced by Bob Krulish
A bill allocating $326.00 to send a representative from the
U .C.F. 's Nursing Socidy to subsidize' needed costs of operating
the dub.

·

Bill 12:7
Introduced by Doug White
A bill allocating $299 ..72 to the Student Accounting Society to
subsidize needed costs of operating the club.

MEASURES ON THE SECOND READING:
Bill 12·8
Introduced by Dave Smlth·
A bill allocating $98.fiO for tlw Drill Team uniforms for thC' Air
Forc<' ROTC.
Resolution 12·2
A r('solution commending the·U .C.F. Crew Team.

THE NEXT SENATE MEETING-Thurs., Nov. 15 in
ENG. 359 from 12 to 2. All are urged to attend.
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Dealers agree.: 'Our car is your car'
by Diane Taylor

·

Subaru is a whole new car, and thr
striping.
Jimmy Bryan Toyota is · introducing . hatchback is one of the least expensive
cars on the road, ideally suited for thP
The 1980 autos are in, and area · three new cars: the Celica Supra,
student." The Subaru is also available
dealers will be showing their wares at
Cressida, and Corolla Tercel. In adin 4-wheel drive and a sport coupe.
UCF Nov. 14. According to all car
dition to increasing the size of the
Callahan said the Volkswagen Rabdealers participating in ·the Future's
engine, .all cars' have a completely difbit
now comes in a convertible for the
Auto Show, each has at least one great
ferent, aerodynamic design. Bob Mc"new" car on the market.
Don Mallory, with Baird-Ray Datsun, touted the brand new 200 SX as
Bill :Cross,, Sales Representative on the Plymouth
being "the sexiest looking car on the
Horizo_
n ''It's basically geared for what a student
road." The perfect car for students aclooks for, but then no cars on the market are
cording to Mallory, is the Datsun 210.
"It's low-priced, got great mileage,
geared for a student's income-if I remember right.''
and is very sporty."
E':'ery car purchased at Baird-Ray
first time.
Mahon, sales representative, said the
Datsun can be individualized, too,
Rick Weller', general sales manager
Mallory said. Black-out windowing is · Tercel is geared ideally to the student.
for Orange Buick, . said the car for
Louis Volkswagen BMW, Subaru
very distinctive and elegant, in adstudents is the Regal-V6. "It's our
Representative Skip Callahan praised
dition to saving gas, he said. Bairdbread and butter!" Weller also stated
the whole new 1980 Subaru line. "The
Ray also does hand-cut, custom

staff writer

••

Orange -Buick would have Skyhawk
hatchbacks on sale during the UCF
auto how.
In addition to new body styles,
Orange Buick has diesel engine carsthe 1980 Electra, Electra Wagons, and
Park Avenues.
The Regals and
Skylarks ?re now available with front
wheel drive.
Simpson Motors representatives
praised their new Plymoth Horizon.
According to Bill Cross, sales representative, "It's basically geared for what a
student looks for, but then no cars on
the market are geared for a students
income-if I remember right!" The
Horizon is equipped with front wheel
drive and now comes in a 2-door·
model.

F YOU LIKE CARS:

VISIT THE UCF AUTO SHOW·
~TO

REPAIR YOUR ·OWN
CAA: VISIT

VOLKSWAGEN

6921 Hanging
Moss Road

I ~.

Aloma Av .

I

,

Univ. Blvd .

x . ~.

678-5210

Hanging Moss t----~!-1 .,
oe

;.

Colonial Dr.

DON'T MISS THE ·
U.C.F. AUTO SHOW

.LOUIS
VOLKSWAGEN

BMW

SUBARU

See Our ~uto Show Display
BMW

vw

and
THE ALL NEW SUBARU
6363 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando
277-7220

Ir------------------------------~
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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WIN A CAR RADIO AT
THE U.C.F AUTO SHOW
DONATED BY AUDIO GARAGE

II NAME:. . . ..-._... . . . . . .
I

MUSTDEPOSnlN
CONTEST BOX AT
I ADD~ESS: ________ THE U.C.F. AUTO SHOW
I
Wed.Nov.14
I

I

I

I1 PHONE=-----I

L---------~-------~-------------

SPONSORED BY THE FUTURE

WED. NOV - 14TH
9amto5pm
VILLAGE CENTER GREEN

••-..••••••••·free drawing·•••••••••••
•

:
A Car Radio and T-Shirts
:
will be given away the day/
of the show. . ·
:
: DONA:TED BY AUDIOGARAGE

:
:
:
:

,•................................ •
•

~

.•••••PARTICIPANTS ******

1

BAIRD-RAY OATS-UN
JIMMY BRYAN TOYOTA
LOUIS VOLKSWAGEN,
. BMW, SUBARU
ORANGE BUICK
SIMPSON MOTORS, INC.
:WILLIAMS BROS. MAZDA
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VA spokesman describes veterans
as ''shunned'' after Vietnam War
by Carol Arnold
.taff writer

The death toll for American soldiers who fought in Vietnam is near 4 7,000. But
over nine million Vietnam veterans lived and came home to a country that "shunned" them, according to George Chandler; vice president of the Student Veterans'
Association.
.
Today, many veterans are using the Cl Bill to attend colleges and universities
across the country. UCF serves as school for almost 1,300 veterans who live in the
Central Florida area. The veterans are the largest minority on campus, Chandler
·
said.
According to Tom Costa, coordinator of Veterans Affairs for UCF, while there is
a 36 percent decline in veterans coll ege attendance nationally, UCF has basically
remained the same in attendance with an 85 percent retention rate.
"Veterans on this campus are dealing with several barriers at once. ·They are
restricted in the classes they can take. They are forced to work full qr part time
jobs to supplement their veterans benifi.ts. Add the financial problems they en-

counter due to federal policies, a,nd there is a need for this office and itsl)rervices,"
said Costa.
In addition to publishing a quarterly newsletter, the Office of Veterans' Affairs
serves several functi9ns. Once a week, a representative from the Florida State
· Employment Service comes to the OVA, and according to Costa, "works on a one.
to-one basis with t.he veterans who need jobs.'"
Tutorial services are also availal;>le through OVA for those who qualify. Costa
has compiled a referral file of services available to the students. "Any problem we
can't handle, we can give the veterans a name of a service they can contact," said
Costa_
·
Costa said he saw the need for these services as a student here in I 973, when he
helped organize a Stude~t Veterans' AssoCiation . The club was active at that time
but became inacti~e for several years due to lack of support. Last year interest rose
again, and the SVA was reorganized. Bob Lynn was elected president. and George
Chandler vice president.
Lynn said the SVA has l ,300 members, because each veteran on the GI Bill is a
frompage3
member according to the organization's constitution; but he admitted "The number of active members is probably cJoser to 25 or 40."
The Ad-Hoc Committee for Greek
· Chandler disagrees . "I like to be realistic, the Veterans Association is lucky if it
Development is working on a prop·osal
has 15 active members," he said. ·
to submit to Goree which will state
Nov. 5 a meeting was held for the purpose of holding elections and organizing
their concerns, the most important of
There were six members there. Both Lynn .and Chandler agreed elecmembers.
which· is the question of whether UCF
will sell or lease the land.
VA, page 14

Greek dorms ______
off-campus. It has been frustrating to
see this project continually put on the
back burner."
"It's not just a matter of Greek concern," he said, "UCF needs more
hou~ing to cope with growth. There
are many Greeks in the dorms. If they
were in frat houses, there would be
more room for others."

Sup~ort

The Arts
That's
where
the people
are.

More .
peop_
le
goto
museums
than play
tennis,
goboWling,
.

SCIENGE AND ENGINEERING MAJORS:
TAKE OUT INSURANCE NOW
How about an "insurance" policy that your science or engineering degree will really be used? It would be
nice. Especially considering the work you put into such a degree.
·
The Air Force will use your talents. We have openings for young men and women majoring in selected science and engineering academic fields . .. like Aeronautical; Aerospace, General and Electrical Engineering,
Mathematics, Physics and Computer Technology, and many more.
One way to get into these jobs is through Air Force ROTC . Our AFRQTC scholarship can help you financially so you can concentrate on getting your degree. AFROTC is a great opportunity to help yourself through
college, and the Air Force is a great opportunity to ·really use what you learn.
Look into the Air Force· ROTC program at
your campus. It's good insurance.

For more information contact~
Professor of Aerospace Studies, .
General Classroom Bldg:, Roo01310

Phone
27·5-2264

ROTC

JOQ,

Gateway to a great way of life.

play softball,
or go fishing.

!1

A Public Service of This Newspaper
& The Advertising Council

National Endowment for the Arts

~

-

IT TAKES2 KINDS OF
PEOPLE TO MAKE

UNITED WAY WORK.
THE BIG HEARTED
AND THE HARD HEADED.

Mad
...

Thanks to a lot of generous
people in your town, the United
Way supports a wide! range
of human services for people who
really need them .
A lot of ordinm·y people with
extraordinary dedication devote
long hours looking at budgets .
and community needs todetermmt•
how the t1lt>1H'Y you give can bt>
usl·cl to your community's best
ach·antagl' . That's h m . \
l lnited Way works .
Y
:\rnl why.
~

~~~~f~~ ~l~~~~s- United Way

Maxell cassettes ore like a
good marriage-made for
keeps. After all, the " I do" will
only happen once. So you want
to be certain your tape is good
enough to capture every
nuance of sound. With no
sticking or jamming, ever.

Maxell meets the most
demanding quality control
standards in the world. That's
why all Maxell tape products
are guaranteed for life. Or for
keeps, whichever comes first.

maxe11111111111111111111111111111111111u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Mcx:!nachie, N.J. 07074

Usten to your Maxell Dealer, for sound results.
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Campus crime

.

frompage3

"We try to operate on a professional level and maintain good rapport with the
students. There is a certain amount of ill-will, mostly caused by parking and traffic tickets," said Maloney.
"We must have hard evidence before we can go into someone's dorm room. We
wa~t to respect the student'· rights," he added.
.
DCF police also have a guud, working relationship with other law enforcement
agencies like the Orlando police and the FBI, said the investigator.
"The Orange County Sherrif's men help us out whenever we ask. They have a
fantastic ·mobile crime lab," he said.
The UCF Police have no prisoner-storage facilities, so they take suspects down to
the pentral booking office in the Orlando Municipal Justice Building.

Marxist Forum

frompage9

reaction has been one of indifference."
Riser cited last year's appearance of
two "second echelon" Communist Party.
members as .. particularly interesting."
t~resting." One of t~e two, Simon Gerson, is a political action director for
Communist Party-USA, and arran~es
for communist candidacy. He succetfully arranged the campaign of a

former communist member of the New
York City Council.
The fo~um advertises its meetings on
posters at the Village Center and
Student Government, as well a.s
through leaflets.
Riser said he coordinates most of the
programs, "though anyone can volunteer to do so."

VA-------------------

from page 13

tions would be useless. Another meeting was set for Nov. 20, at 4:00 p.m. Vernon
Hayes is a candidate for vice president, and Lynn and Chandler are running for
president.
Lynn would like to push legislation benefiting veterans, such as a recall of the
delimiting date which requires a veteran to use his benefits within a 10-year
period. He would also like to work to establish a veterans hospital in Central
Florida . When asked about his accomplishments of the previous year, Lynn cited
the memorial plaque dedicatd to vietnam veterans in the trophy case of the Administration Building.
Chandler sees different directions the SV A could take. "Veterans who receive
checks have no where on or near campus to. cash them. I would like to work to
bring a branch bank to campus, or have the cashier's office accept the checks.
Also. I think the SV A could serve as a complaint center for the veterans and have
the veterans helping each other, a place where their voice will be heard and action
be taken,'' said Chandler.
While SV A is eligible for funds from Student Government, Tom Costa is supportive of the SV A. He said funds are available through his office to help the
association in their projects. "I have been and always will be supportive of the
SVA, but I will not interfere with their plans and activities," said Costa.
Since Nov . 11 is Veterans Day, and Monday is a school holiday, no campus activity _has been planned . . The City of Orlando is planning a parade and other
.ceremonies.

Every Wednesday Night
8 p.m. to 12 p.·m . is
TALENT NIG-H T
(Six Weeks)

All Proceeds go to Cerebral Palsy

Finalists will be ·g iven prizes such as:
Free recording time
Gift Certificate of a local music store
and appear on 25th Annual Telethon for ·
Cerebral Palsy
10.0 West Wa shington Street
Railroad Tracks

Female Drinks 75 cents

~ight a cross from

AGRI

TWAY

200SX

DATSU

.TO GIT TO THE M O.S T
ICONOMICAL WAGON
FOR YOUR MONEY ....
.

.

INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW MAZDA
STATION WAGON

5-speed transmission

{@ff]
EPA EST MPG EPA EST HWY

GLC

"IT'S GOING TO DRIVE YOU LIKE YOU'VE NEVER BEEN DRIVEN!"
.._

....

~

-"'

.A

~LSOCOMING

This 1980· MAZDA GLC STATION WAGON
is priced LOWER THAN Any Import Wagon.
BEST GAS MILEAGE of !!!I Wagon, domestic.or
import, sold i·nthe U.S.

40 HWY. /30 CITY
MPG

MPG.•

s4445

.

TEST DRIVE ONE TODAY !

(

P.O.E.

See the exciting New Datsuns at
U.C.F. Auto Show
ucENTRAL FLORIDA'S DATSUN DEALER"

BAIRD-RAY DATSUN
4444 HWY 17-92 Longwood
Open Sundays 831·1318
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Special committee awards special degrees
by Diane Taylor
staff wrtter

The Honorary Degree Committee is
a special group at UCF designed to
honor special .people.
.
The committee, comprised of faculty ·
from all academic areas and one UCF
student, meets on call according l:o Dr.
Leslie
Ellis,
vice-president · for
Academic
Affairs.
Anyone
can
nominate someone for an honorary .
degree, but the nomination must be
reviewed by the " committee, which
'then makes recomme.ndations to Ellis.
When recommending candidates,
the committee looks for people with
significant and recognizable accomplishments, at the loc~l. state-wide,
national or interationa] level. "We are
interested in people who have made
significant contributi0ns to the universify; education, the sciences~ the
-humanities and/or other fields of en-·
deavor," said Ellis.
Once Ellis reviews the nominations,
he submits his recommendations to the
university president. In the past, the
president would sumbit the recommendation to the Board of Regents and

Board of Regents who contributed to
UCF; Fred Clayton, former director of
physical plant and long-time con-.
struction expert .who bui]t many university systems including \JcF~. · Richar.d
Livingston, chairman of the"board of
Sun Bank; Albert ·F. Hegenberger,
Major-General, the first person to ·fly
non-stop across the Pacific Ocean and
the father of instrument flying; and Lee
Scherer, former director of NASA
The fast Honorary Degree was
awarded in June 1979.
from page9
working for t~em. That's why emigration is so difficul~.
school and the average .on the exams are considered.
You must quit your job to apply for a visa. However, if you
Minorities are accepted by the university from -t~
h_
e _d.-7if- - don't recieve a visa in six months, and you're still jobless, ·
ferent union republics in Russia, said Evans. Foreigners you could be arrested. That's what they c1111· the Parasite
average a small number of students. · Most of the foreign Law." s:;iid Evans.
·
students are either from North Korea or North Vietnam, he
"Your factory owns you. Even your vacations are spent ,at
said, and no students from capitalist countries are accepted.
resorts owned by the factories. Only the _common Russian
.Undergraduate training is five years long.
gets treated this way. The elite class get to travel and .come
"THE SOVIET Union is very interested in its gifted · and go as they please," he said.
students over 12 years old. The state overlooks a11 aspects of
The biggest difference between the United States and the
education. Guidel\nes are set by the.state," Evans said.
United Soviet Socialist Republic is there is no alternative in
"After you graduate, you owe the state your employment.
Russia . "There is a tremendous cultural gap .between the
Education~freeexceptforbooks;so,you~p~a~y~t~h~em~b~a~c~k~b~~tw~o~c~u~h~u~re~~~··~·E~va~n~s~s~a~id~.~~~
· ~~~~-·~~~~~

together they would decide whether to
award the degree or not. Now,
however, the president can make the
decision without concurrence by the
Board of Regents, although the BOR is
informed of the decision.
UCF has always . given ·Honorary
Doctorate Degrees, usually selected
from the publication "Amer.ican
Universities and College, l 0th Ed.,"
which lists "commonly awarded
academic and .honorary degrees." All·
but one of UCF'.s e~ght awar~ed

·E v a n s - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

................................
HOW TO

GET BETTER MILEAGE
FROM YOUR CAR••• .
Obey the 55 mph speed
limit.

· degrees came from this list. The on1y
one created specifically by UCF
honorary degree was in Commercial '
Science.
·
The eight people who . have received
an Hono.rary Degree from UCF are:
Curt Debus, director of the Kennedy
Space Center; William Dial, former
president of Sun Banl< who plared a
significant role in the establishmennt
of
UCF;
John
Young,
the
astronaut; Lou~s C. Murray, local
physician and fQrmer member ot the

c

A void hot rod
starts.

I

''1$Jfill~~

}

'
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Drive at a steady pace.

·~ . United Pare.el Service
NEEDS PART-TIME LOADERS AND UNLOADERS
TO DO HARD PHYSICAL WORK

EXCELLENT PAY

EXCELLENT BEN·EFITS

·starting pay $5.89
per hour with set pay ·
Increases to $8.42 an
hour in approximately
180 days

Paid vacations
Paid Holidays .
·Paid Hospitilization, Dental,
and Vision coverage
Profit-Sharing plan
Monday-Friday work -w eek .

MUST BE ABL'E TO WORK ONE OF THESE SHIFTS
11 :30 pm-2:30 am 4:00 am-7:00 am .6:00 pm-9:00 pm

ENERGY.
. •.
We can't afford to waste 11.

APPLY IN PERSO·N
AT NOON NOV. 14th and 1 p.m. NOV. J:Sth.
No phone calls, please. Please bring complete work history. 6131
Anno Ave., Pine Castle. An equal opportunity employer M/F

• BAND· •
plus

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
MARCHING CHIEFS
and

TOP COMPETING BANDS
at the

TllNGERINE BOWL
SAT., DECEMBER I, 1979
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
Reserved tickets available at all major ticket outlets • For information call 351-3076

I

Sights and Sounds Nove!:~u~~l979
Tull puts Lakeland in.,Storm watch'
by Marshall Hamlin
freelance wrtter

Perfection I per-fek-shen/ n. I: The
quality or state of being perfect. 2:
The highest degree of excellence.
What better word can one use to
describe Jethro Tull, which took
Lakeland by storm last Saturday

evening.
Ian Anderson and company attacked
the stage with "Dark Ages," a
classical, progressive, acid rocker.
They completed a five-song set with
cuts from the new "Stormwatch"
album, including "Orion," "Flying
Dutchman" and "Something is on the

Move." These were laced by mellow
acoustical
tunes,
"Ho~e
and
Dunringill," in which snowflakes
pelted the stage.
Following this
dynamic album promotion, Anderson
tc;ok us back to the days of the classic
"Aqualung." They pe~formecl a show
of musical masterpiece.
The crowd, amazingly enough, was
quite mannered. People sat in their
seats and absorbed Tull's influence,
which made for an enjoyable experien, ce .
Its hard to see Jethro Tull and not
concentrate on Ian Anderson. He captured thC' stage with tremendous
energy, pf'rforming gymnastics with
easf'. His vocals, as well as his flute
and acoustical ~uitar pi<'ces, were as
exact as his moves.
· Anderson is tlw driving force of Tull.
He produces, writes and composes all
of Tull's albums (except for occasional
piPcrs from the other band members) .
But to say Ian Anderson is Tull, is a
strong oyrrstat('ment.

Martin Barre, lead guitarist, stuns
with incredible ability. Not only was
hC' exact, but extrC'mely clear. Beating
on the back door was percussionist
Barriemore Barrlow. Barrlow pouncled out the progr<'ssive Tull beat with
expertise.
John Evan and David
Palmer, on keyboards and synthesizers
added the harm.ony and fullness which
blended guitar, drums and Anderson
perfectly. The new bass player complemcnted the group with excellent
bass artistry.
·
·
Included. in the show wer(' cuts from
past albums like, "Heavy Horses,"
"Songs from thC' Woods," "'Minstral's
in the Gallerv," "Thick as a Brick,"
"Too Old to. Rock and Roll," "Too
Young to Die" and of coursc the classic
"Aqualung."
For those who were unfortunate
enough to not attend th_e show, check
out Tull's nC'w album, "Stormwatch,"
and think twice ·next time. If you enjoy
precise, artistic, progressive rock and
roll. become Tull.

Goldenrod invites festival.entries
The Goldenrod Festival Committee
has scheduled the second Annual
Goldenrod Festival for January 12,
1980, in Goldenrod.
UCF students and faculty are invited
to take an active part in tl;e festival or
to attend.
Plans include a large parade, live entertainment by several musical and
dance groups throughout the day. a
booth and dispaly area for crafts.
several carnival rides, a community
dinner and numerous other activities.

Over 3,000 people attended the first
festival in January of this year, and
hopes are to attract double or triple
that number for the upcoming event.
The festival will be held at Aloma
Averiue between Forsvth and Howell
Branch Road starting ~t 10 a.m. If any
UCF clubs or organizations would like
to participate in the festival, such as
entering a float or parade unit, entering or holding a booth, they are
asked to call 678-8734· or 678-8080
before Nov. 20.

Guitarist performs tonight
l~n Anderson

Photo by Marshall Hamlln

Clasical guitarist Manuel Barrueco
will appear in concert today at 8 p.m.
in the UCF Engineering Auditorium.
While on campus, Barrueco will also
conduct a guitar workshop. the class
will be held in the Engineering

Auditorium tomorrow from l to 4
p.m.
Tickets for the concert are $2.50
general admission and $1.50 for
students. Admission for the workshop
is $5.

'World of Wheels' rolls into Expo Centre
Gleaming with many coats of multi-hued irridescent
paint. boasting fully-chromrd horsrpowN galorr.
ovc•r I 00 exotk cars will go on display in thC' fourth
annual lntC'rnational "World of WhPrls" Today,
Tomorrow and Sunday at the Nt>w Expo CC'nt~<'.
Orlando.
Linda Vaughn, statuesque blonde known as "Th<'
Fi~~t L<~~ly <_lf Auto Racing" and "Miss Hurst Golc~m
Shifter, will make personal appC'arancC's and g1vp

Pinball Wizard

autographs all threC' days of thr show.
.
Also app~aring in person will be Spider Man, Marvd Comics' best-selling charaetN for ovN a decade.
Cars C'ntered in thC' show will include, according to
Johnson, hot rods. strret rods, vans. Corvettes, cvcles,
Thunderbirds and manv othNs.
·
F<'aturC'd thPmr ca~s. vann<'cl to the show bv
Promotions. Inc., include "Pinball· Wizard," a wil~I
stf('(•t rod. built at a ('Ost of $25.000. and equipped
with a playable 23.99 ('amt gold-plated pinball
machin<' built into the rrnr of th<' ear.

Also, Star Ship One, billed as "thr van design concept of the future."
Showtimes are today 5 to 11 p.m. and tomorrow ·
noon to 11 p.m.; and Nov. 11, noon to 9 p.m.
Admission is $3.50 fo.r adults, $1 for children u·nder 12, und~r 6 free. There are two-for-c~ne tickets,
exchangeable at the box office for two adult admi.s sions for the price of one at all Wendy's Old
Fashioned Hamburgers in Orange, Osce~la and
Seminole Counties, good from Friday at 5 p.m .
through Saturday at S p .m.

Star Ship One
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Monty Python arod y
heralds humorous hi
by Deane Jordan
contributing writer

Soccerette Peyton Handy watches the last Knight
game Nov. 17.

Brian LaPeter/Future

Society schedules festival
The Central Florida Society for
Histori.c Preservation will hold its third
Annual Arts and Crafts Festival in the
Historic District of Longwood Nov. 17
and 18.
There will be 150 artists and < r:ifts~ with entertainment for the
entire family both clays of the show.
Viewers will be able to inspect:
The Bradle -Mcintyre house, including a displa of Julie Kuettner's
and Skip Walton's historic miniature
groups;
Tom Pratt's old town hall at 390
Wilma Street, featuring an old school

room; .
The Inside-Outside house and a
Christmas shop;
The 100-year-old Christ Episcopal
Church.
The Civic League of Longwood will
have a bazaar and refreshments, which
will also be served at other locations
throughout the grounds.
Antique cars will be displayed
throughout the show,
including
Gringo's (Torn Pratt's) 1915 Model T
Ford · delivery truck, as seen on
television in Gringo's commercials.
For information call 423-5489.

"The Life of Brian," or everything you su pected about reluctant martyrs but
were afra'ids to ask, is the second full length of Monty Python (alias six satirical
geniuses who ':"ill rn~l<e more marks tha~ Groucho and company.)
Brian, an illegiternate son-of-a-mum, was born the same night as Christ but on
the "wrong side" of the stable. He is mistaken for the infant messiah until halos
across the alley give him away and .the three wiser men dump Brian for the true
prqphet. (Several times throughout the film the point i's made that Brian is not
Christ nor the messiah. The one time Christ is shown it is done in a very reverent
manner.)
. After the birth scene, the film auruptly skips to 33 AD, Saturday afternoon, at
tea time, when Brian learns that he's not Jewish (which he wants to be) but Roman,
a people he has always despised. Most of the Python's cutting remarks are aimed
at the Romans, but who's still alive to complain? By chance, Brian joins an underground, -a way underground- subversive organization plotting to over throw
the Roman government, even though admittedly the Romans haven't done
anything wrong, i.e., "It is the principle of it."
.
Through a series of blunders, Brian becomes a man wanted by the Romans for
crimes against the state and anything else that can be thought up. At one point,
Brian., pursued by three guards, climbs a tower with the guards right behind.
Hereaches the top, falls off and is caught in mid-air by a spaceship piloted by two
ghqulish and delightfully weird creatures that had to come only from the darker
realms of animator Terry Gilliam's medulla oblongata. Gilliam, the o.n ly
American with the Python troop, has just two animated .sequences in the film-the
rescue from space and the opening credits-which are excellent. Though Gilliam
· is well-known for his two-phrase vocabulary (one phrase positive and· one
negative), his graphics are expressions par excelent. He also played a convincing
jailer.
After crash-landing_back to earth (in time ~or the guards to be coming down the
Brian, page 18

Future sel~cts mascot name
David C. Brackin; a UCF education graduate, created the names to win
the "Name the Knight" contest.
The Knight's name is Apoll yon the Destr_oyer.
The horse's name is Balor, who was a giant whose eye blighted every foe it
was turned upon. The eye of Balor is an expression used to denote the evil
eye.

SEEDS & STEMS
The L·ow Over!!

HEAD SHOP
WANT TO SAY SOMETHING SPECIAL?
. SAY IT WITH

PARA.PHERNALIA!
(And Be Remembered at the Best Times)

NEW S·TUFF/FOR THE HOLIDAYS
''High Guy'' Christmas Cards (This IS November, after all)
the official High Times 1980 calender
Christmas Stockings-Fancy BONGS & PIPES
or
BE CREATIVE Parts for
Do-it-yourself P~raphernalia

!~·························································································
Holiday Sift check list and suggestions
·
·. !
:

:
:
:
:

:
:

DyouroldMANILADY-adesignermlrror
·
D your dealer(a better set of scales}
D your brother on the farm (A Book on Cultivation}
D your Kids (a b~lloon on ''grunge-off" Bong Cleaner & a Bottle Brush}
D your Congressman (a pre-written "lets make It legal" greeting card.}
Oyour Mother & Father (An Electric Skillet & A TIE, maybe?}
D the guy who fronted you an ounce.(a big kiss}
~

:
:
:
:

!

:
•

•...................•.......................••••.•.......................................:
11631 E. Colonial Dr.
275-0350 .
NEARUCF
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tower), Brian escapes the Roman' grasp by pretending to be a prophet at the
prophet wa ll with a h ~ lf a dozen other prophets. Inadvertently, he gathers a
crowd and then a following which believes he's the messiah, even though he's constantly telling them that he is not the messiah and to "bug off." Eventuall:: he is
caught and sentenced by Pilate (who has a speech imped iment) to be crucified
along with 139 other rabble rousers in celebration of Passover. The film ends with
all l 40 people hanging on their crosses whist! ing a happy tune.
There is in Brian (rated R) both brief male and female frontal nudity, which is
common on the BBC. The film contains well-known profanity, though th<"re isn't
any swearing, violence or sex. Often the film depicts the time period very
graphically with real scurvey-looking people, pa rti al ly-clothed prophets and
realistic human remains in the local arena after the lions had lunch.
Americans, or those not familiar with Monty _Py~hon and British humor, many
not find the film funny. for it is excellent satire and subtle British humor at its best.
_
(To the British, the situation is often more funny than the joke.)
Brian is not a movie you hke-i superficially religious person to see (though the
film is not anti-religious) nor a date you do not know. Children should not see the
film (There were some in the audience.) for it is doubtful they will understand it,
and there are scenes capable of producing nightmares in younger minds.
One element that makes Brian great, as with other Python productions, is their
portrayal of people. (All six Pythons play almost ev£:ry major role in the movie,
which is for one or two members six or more characters each.) Brian is not a
movie that pokes fun at religion, as some religious leaders have maintained. It

pokes fun a t people and their institutions. The Biblical time period was simpl
their vehicl of expression. ·
:Individuall y, Michael Pali!) and John Clrese are shining stars of this production
with Graham Chapman, who never looses his a rmul ke, doing an excell ent job as
a rel .u ctant prophet (in real life he's an M.D.). Terry Jones both acted in the mo ie
and directed it, and Eric Idle is a master of dialects and express ions.
"The Life of Brian" is not a hilarious film. but it was not meant to be hilarious.
It is a crusading film , but instead of conversion by the sword to Christianity, it is
conversion to comed y by sharp wits.

"It~ not enough to
say Thank you.

I~ like to reach out
and touch you!'

•

United way
Thanks to you. It warks.

fbr all of' us..

Ir.WI
~

A Public Service or This Newspapet
& The Advertising Council

Invite the bunch ...
mix a great big bucket full of

Open House Punch
Serves 32 . .. tastes like a su'per cocktailI
Smoothest, most .delicim,is drink for any crowd!
Mix in advance, add 7UP and ice at party timeand serve from the bucket. Looks and tastes great.
Recipe :
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6 oz . fresh lemon juice
One 6-oz. can
frozen orange juice
One 6-oz . can frozen lemonade
Ch!JI ingredients. Mix in bucket.
adding 7UP last. Add drops of ·
red food coloring (optional}: stir. ,._.,.._
Add ice. orange and lemon
slices. Puts punch m any party.I

_,,_J;....._

Southern Comfort

·-

Nothings so delicious as Comfortt · on-the-rocks!

SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION. 80 -100 PROOF LJOUEUR. ST LDUIS. MO 63132

_,,.?

expires Nov. 30, 1979

THE SPORTY ONES FROM PLYMOUTH

3 TIMES THE FUN
1980 PLYMOUTH SAPPORO
Closs transit system! Front reclining
bucket seats with lumbar support for
driver's comfort. Power brakes with front
discs. Power steering. Overhead
console. 2.6-liter Silent Sholl MCA-Jet
engine. Complete instrumentation
5-speed manual transmission.
Steel-belted radial tiras.

$6,578'
Base Price Excluding Freight

Sleek arTd sJippery! Front-wheel drive.
Transverse mounted 4-cylinder 1.7-lller
Z:barrel engine. AM/FM radio. Rear
window defroster. 4-speed manual
· transmission. Front disc brakes.
Gloss-belled radial block sldewoll lires.
Tinted gloss. !so-Strut independent front
suspension.

$5,, 271
Unbelievably fun1 5-spe ed manual
lransm1ssion 16-llter MCA-Jel engine
Power brakes with front discs Ad1ustoble
steering column Reclining front bucket
seats w1lh lexlured vinyl inserts. Folding
rear seal Locking fuel filler door Styled
road wt1eels Tinted gloss Carpel
Racing mirrors

$5,155
Chrysler engineers quality and performance into fun cars
1020 N. ORANGE AVE.
422-3171

SIMPSON MOTORS !
~Lm<ORllED DEAUR ~~
f'..6J' CHRYSLER
COJ.WOHAYION

speakers for a total car audio system
worthy of the name Mitsubishi.
Now a word about "specs·: . .we ·have
always believed in rating our
equipment's performance
conservatively. Only
you benefit from
this caution
"Sound us out"
before you buy
any other car
stereo system
You II be miles
ahead with
M1tsub1$h1

• MITSUBISHI "
;.;,.CAR AUDIO
SOUND US OUT

Audio Garage & Mitsubishi bring you
SOUNDSTAGE 24.

Base Price Excluding Freight

Orl•ndo, Florida 321101
Exit 1-4 •t lnnhoe

You ·re aware ol Mitsubishi audio component systems for your home as well as
the superior quality. performance and
design that goes into them.
Now Mitsubishi engineers
have followed through
with lhat sam_e · separate components"
premise. and we
now want-you to
be lully aware of
our new com ponent systems
for your ca r
StCirt with the
CV 21 Power
Ampl1f1er and the CJ 20 FM Tuner Then
choose the CX 21 Au tu Reverse CCJssette
Deck ur tl ie CX 20 Cih'>elte Deck AcJcJ
1.1p to six spedkers 111cluu1n9 c1 pnir uf
SX ·30 two wily Alun11 Die Cr1~ h1clused

-

-=Plvmuulh

see it! tv 2 4 hear it! zeta 7
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Announces

A Seminar "Careers in Intelligence"
Sponsored by Edyth Bush Charitable Foun.d ltlon

Saturday, November 17, 1979
_9:001m • S:OOpm

Edyth ··Bush Theatre, Loch Hav~n Park - Orlando, Florida
•

The program will cover four areas of career opportunltl•• with ...
.

.

- Department of Defense - Department of State •
• Central lntell.i gence Agency .· Federal Bureau of Investigation Seminar Faculty

Capt. Richard W. Bates, USN (Ret.)
Former Commandant

Dr. Ray S. Cline, Executive Director
Center for Strategic Studies
Georgetown University

Defense Intelligence School

Lt. General SamuelV. Wilson, USA .(Ret.)
Former Director

Lyman B. Kirkpatrick
Professor of Politica·I Science
Brown University

Sayre Stevens, Former Deputy Director
Science and Technology
Central Intelligence Agency

Defense Intelligence School

Conf ere nee Leaders

Charles M. Balyeat, Instructor

Sebastian S. Mignosa, Special Agent

Central Intelligence _Agency

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Speak~r, Head
Weapons Systems Division
Defense Intelligence Agency

Major Larry M. Tucker, USAF

Dr. Edwin E.

Professor of Intelligence
Defense Intelligence School

Registration open to juniors, seniors and graduat~ students ·of colleges and universities of Central Florida.
Reservations are limited to 325 persons and must b~ received no later than November 11~1979. ~equests
will be honored on a .first come/first served basis and you will receive your registration notice by return .
mail.
·

---------- --------------- ---------- - ---

.-...---

--- --.-. ------ - - -- --- --- ------ ----- -

REGISTRATION FORM
Yes, I will attend the ''Careers in Intelligence" Seminar.
Name=------------------------------------------------------------------Address: __________________________________________________________________
City: - - - - - - - - - - - - S t a t e : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Z i p : - - - - - College/University:

Class Year: - - - - -

$1.00 registration fee includes box lunch, two energy breaks and informational material. .Please make check payable to
Career Institute and mail with this coupon to: Edyth Bush Charitable Foundation, P.O. Box 1.967, Winter Park, Florida 32790.
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Parking---------frompage1
by Nov. 15. The order in which the
parking lots will be construc-ted will
depen.d upon the proximity of the new
buildings, Goree sid. He said the plan
is updated approximately every two
years.
· Besides overseeing the branches of
Finances and Accounting, the Physical
Plant, and Purchasing, the Office of
Business Affairs is responsible for all
construction projects on campus.
~ree said the groundwork for any
projects are made in the planning Of-fice. Afterwards, prospective projects
are given to President Trevor
Colbourn, who decides which one the
university will send to the state
legislature for approval and funding .
Sa id Goree, "The chances for funding are very slender--you're verv
lucky if one or two are approved." H~·
added that considerations of the
"political game" make it difficult.
Bidding for contractors is made once

#

the project is approved by the
legisl ature. The lowest bid is taken
and construction begins.
When a parking lot plan is approved
UCF has the equipmmt and personneJ
available to do the work. Without the ,.
Physical Plant, Spinnato said, UCF
would be spending more more money
on private contractors to do the roadways, parking lots and drainage maintenance. "When we get the funding
and the green light, we' IJ build it,"
Spinnato said.
Goree remarked one reason it seems
other universities such as the Univer- ·
sitv of Florida and Florida State
U~iversitv have more facilities is they
have !'Hi~•~ funding for a long tim.~ ,
but are just now deciding to use those
funds. UCF has spent approximatel y
$40 million on construction, ~aid
Goree, and will probably raise the
amount to $45 million with the addition of the new dormitories.

HIRING MILLIONS
OF PEOPLE TO WORK
ON UNITED WAY
WOULD NOT BE
EFFICIENT.

i

i

'.

.

A

GETTING THEM TO
WORK FOR NOTHING IS.

Thanks to you, It
wor1<s. fbr au of' us.

MARY
COPPERTH.WAITE
*******4'*.f:.'!f:tt!t'!f:t+++++*'

SIGMA c -H I'S NEW
DERBY DARLING!
it-++~te.t-'f-+++~~~~+-++.:g:.~ ,
' \'

Thanks Sigs for a
fantastic week & special
thanks to -J im Belknlan
& Jan Skjesaa our
Derby Daddies and Dou.g
Dina, Tim Eagen, & Greg
Furner our De rby Babie s . ·

The big reason wh y Uni_ted
Way'can do so much fo r so
many is that a lot of bighearted Americans contribute
co untless millions of hours
every year. Free of charge.
Volunt eers do everything
from coll ecting money to
deciding how 1! \\'ill be used in
their local communities.
So administra ti ve costs are
low, and more can be spent on
needed services.
And that' · how
Un ited Way
works. And wh y.

-. :_.-: ,:.

TYES CONGRATULATE

•

U nited Way

You Guys were Great!
Love,Tyes
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A.."U A 12 OZ. SOl'FDIUXK
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Good only at all po rt ic1pa cing Wendy's in
Orarige. S e mino le an d Osceola Counti es.
Expires NOVEMBER.23. 1979
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Altamonte Mall

830-S060
Hours: Mon-Sat 10-9
Sun 12:3.0-5:30

°"

Fashion Square
894-8093'
Hours: IC!lon-Sat 10-9
Sun 12:30-5:30

..

SP-Orts Nove~~~:~.
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Knights fall short·on last two so·ccer games
by Fred Lee ·
suffwrtter

UCF saw its' hopes of receiving a bid
to the NCAA soccer tournament flicker
and die, as the Knights dropped a 5-2
decision to Florida International.
They also were stunned 1-0 ,by South
Carolina when UCF Captain Ray Sandidge -accidentally scored for · the
• Gamecocks. UCF finishes the year
with an 8-7 record.
"It was just a bad break and could
have happened to anyone," said UCF
Coach Jim Rudy of Sandidge's mistake.
South Carolina entered Monday's
match with a 12-4 record and ranked
16th in the nation. Gamecock Coach
Mark Berson called UCF "one of the
strongest teams we've played all year."
"I was a little surprised at how
physical it got out there, though," he
said. The match was marred by three
yellow cards, one going to the Carolina
coach for shouting at the referee.
South Carolina exerted more .offensive pressure than the Knights in the
first half, forcing keeper Lou Cioffi to
work hard to keep his team close. The
self-goal came at I 2:45 when Ray San.. didge got the ball and tried to give it '
back to Cioffi, but it bounced over his
foot and trickled into the net.
"It's really tough when that happens," said ·Berson. "You can't let that
sort of thing bother you though. I
think they came back really well after
that."
1n the second half, Ralph Main came
in at mid-field replacing defender
Mark Stell as UCF tried to get more.offensive punch. Max Rodriguez nearly
equalized for the Knights when his shot
just .cleared the bar by inches.
·south Carolina's shots looked more
dangerous, however.
The cannonfooted Gamecocks fired from all over
the field as they _worked the ball .
towards the UCF goal. "Yeah, we've
..- got some guys who can really blast it,"
said the Gamecock coach.
"We would have been a wild-card
selection (to the NCAA tournament) if
we won this game," sa,id Rudy. "We
certainly didn't lost it for lack of effort.
There's no doubt we're tough, but we
just played a high-powered schedule.

We had as good a season as most
Division I teams in the South," he
said.
Against Florida International, the
Knights jumped out to a 2-0 lead, but
five straight goals, including two
penalty shots spelled defeat for UCF.
Max Rodriguez opened the scoring
for the Knights at 21:57. Taking · a
corner kick from Paul Nuaum,
Rodriguez twisted his body and directed a header into the net from the near
post. Six minutes later Nuzum put
UCF ahead by two. Following a throw
in, Ed Myslinski attempted a volley,
but missed, and the ball was knocked
toyvard the FIU goal. Randy DeShield
challenged the goalkeeper, who
knocked him down, but missed, and
the ball was knocked toward the FIU
goal. Randy DeShield challenged the
goalkeeper , who knocked him down,
but punched the ball onto the foot of
Nuzum, who blasted it in.
But it was all FIU after that. Joash
Dukes scored first for the Sunblazers,
foflowing a set play at 36:4 I. After a
corner kick, FIU made three passes to
keeper Lou Cioffi out of position .
Dukes was lurking by the right post
and headed it into the net. A pushing
foul by Cioffi led to a penalty shot by
All-American George Moyssidis for the
equalizer.
In the second half FIU totally
dominated the Knights, scoring three
more goals, one on a second penalty
shot.
"We had three players sick and had
two players get injured. the mid-field
had · a poor day, and we usually
dominate mid-field."
Luis Cordova put the Sunblazers
ahead to stay at 59:57. Following a
defensive let-up, the ball was stolen
from Dave Fall, and Cordova's shot
beat Cioffi high. The Knights had a
chance to get back into the game, but
an offside call brought back a UCF
goal.
With 15 minutes to play, Jose Brizo
scored the fourth goal for FIU, and Ian
Martin drove the final nail into the coffin with less than five minutes to go on
•a penalty ~hot.

•
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Tim Hancock dribbles the ball upfield against the University of South
Carolina in the team's last game of the season which they lost, 1-0.
The Knights' final record this season stands at 8-7.
·
The 8-7 record is the second worst for
UCF, but Rudy attributes this to the
heavy schedule.
"We played five
nationally ranked teams; North
Carolina State, Alabama A&M, FIU,
Rollins and South Carolina," he said.
"We won't play a rinky-dink schedule.
With this schedule, we could have gone
5-I 0 if we weren't a better team . We
just didn't get the breaks.
The key word for the year's season
would have to have been "excitement."
Four games were decided with less
than five minutes to play. Against
Rollins, in t~e Sunshine State Con-

Ference Tournament, a goal with less
than four seconds in the game gave the
Knights the championship. Eckerd
College was put away by the slimmest
of margins, 1-0, after UCF scored late
in the first half and survived a barrage
of Eckerd shots for the win .
"We're losing six good playe~s and
they'll be hard to replace," Rudy said
abou.t next years team. The players are
goalkeeper Lou Cioffi, All-South forward and 'leading scorer Randy
DeShhield, Paul Nuzum, Alex Penello,
Bruce Plummer and captain of the
UCF sau~d, Ray Sandidge.

Tennis team warms up for 1978-80 season
·

The Knights men's tennis team returned wnn an eight place finish among I 5·
teams at the Florida Intercollegiate Tennis Championships. The tournament acts
as a warm-up for the upcoming regular tennis season.
In the first bracket, UCF's number one singles player, Tom Lucci, got a tough
draw in the tourney, as he was beaten by Jim McLemore of Florida, the tournament's third seed.
The second flight sa·w UCF's Dave Stauble lose a nailbiter in a third set
tiebreaker to Mike Puc (who eventually went to the finals) at a 4-4 match point.
Eddie Krass represented the Knights in the third flight, and faced Florida
Southern's Bill Jones in the first round. Krass rolled over Jones with scores of 6-1,
6-0, but was defeated in the second round by Flaglers Billy Schroeder by ? score of
6-2, 6-4.
.
.
· Freshman Gilbert Chappel was victorious in the first round, beating FIU's
Robert Neinken, 6-1, 6-3. In the second round, Chappel faced Martin C un trip
from a very powerful Flagler squad and lost 7-6, 6-3. The first set came down to a
tiebreaker, and with the score 4-4, Chappel missed a set-up volley to lose the first

.

,.

set.
The fifth bracket turned out to be the most successful match for UCF, as Da ve
Chafe cruised bv plavers fro~ Florida A&M and South Florida. In the sem i-final
round Chafe to~k on. Steve Lavton of Florida State and lost a dose match 6-4, 6-4.'
And y McQuagge played Steve Palmer of Jacksonville University in the first
round in a toue:h match and lost by scores of 6-4, 6-4 .
1

••••
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Sophmore Eddie Krass demonstrates how he kriocked off Florida
S,,uthern's Bill Jones 6-1. 6-0 in the first round of the Florida Intercollegiate Tennis Championship, which was held Nov. 2-4.

The UCF women's tennis team has bC'en working hard towards this year's season
which begins in. January against Rollins. Coach Rocky Thompson has onl y two
returning players and has done a solid job of recruiting for the Lady Knights .
RC'turning from last y<'ar's team arC' KarC'n Moor<' Cook, a junior from Bowie,
Md. and Diane Anthonv, a smior hailing from Panama Citv.
Four transfer students will join th<' tC'am this yC'ar. Fro~ Broward Community
Coll<'g<' in Ft. Lauderdale are Cathy Christianson and Kim Zurawicki. Two Lady
SC'minoles will join the Knights, as Mary Woodland and Jill Soderberg have transfen•d from Florida State.
Rounding out the tC'am will h<' two freshmen: Joan Hobgood from Altamonte
Springs. and Susan Rushing of Cocoa B<•ach.
:
Thomas said two more prospeds for thr squad will be' eom ing out for th~· · '. m,
one froln Australia and the• othc•r from Dadona Bl'ach Community College. - .:;

\,
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Punting presents problem
for fighting Knights .
by Laura Hoffriian
spom edHor

Emory, Virginia was the site the
UCF Knights were handed their second
defeat of the season of the season by
Emory and Henry College, 28-l 4.
Five minutes into the first quarter
Emory and Henry scored by taking
advantage of a UCF turnover. George
James ran the ball in from the two.
The Wasps next scoring drive began
when cornerback Don Glass returned
a punt for 32 y~rds . . Eight plays later
John Wilson scored for the Wasps,
making it l 4-0.
Taking .a chance on a fourth and lO
situation from the 49-yard line, quarterback Mike Cullison was sacked for a
6-yard loss. The Wasps marched 45
yards in nine plays to take a commanding 2 l-0 halftime lead.
Late in the third quarter, UCF again
had trouble in the punting department.

/

when they lost three yards on a punt,
and the Wasps took over at the 40. ·
Quarterback Marty Browder ran it in
frclm the one, putting the Knights in
the hole 28-0.
Finally getting on the scoreboard in
the fourth quarter, the Knights took
control of the ball on the Wasp's 37 after a short punt. Cullison ran the ball
in from the tree, and Tom Hungerford
kicked the extra point.
A punt biockrd by UCF linebacker
Doug Gatewood began the final
·scoring drive of the night. Cullison
completed three consecutive passes, the
last to flanker Bobbv Joe Plain and for
the touchdown, ·m aking the score 2814 Emorv and Henry.
Return:ing home ·for their last two
games, the Knights wjll knock heads
with the Universitv of the South
tomorrow 1 ~ ml ' ~ith . Morehouse
College Nov ... 17'.

Corso feels his sta'.f f
is.
one of the best yet
by

0 pEN

Kim Reade

wrC'stling tne top 10 teams .in the state
and UCF will be hosting a very tough
The UCF wrestling staff will bC' ont'
Christma~ tournament, he said. The
of the best vet, according to HC'ad
added motivation of a bigger audience
Coach Joe Cc;rso. Ron Hirst and Ray
would help, according to Hirst .
Barker
will
be
training
the
Ra\' Barker, a UCF senior , starte<l
heavvweight class. Mike Aspesi will · wn•stling in the ninth grade at Shorr
work with the · middlrwrights, and
R<'gional High School in New Jersey.
Haruki Kawamukai will assist the
He wrrstled there for1 four years on the
lightweights.
varsitv team before coming to UCF on
This weight diversity of the assistant
a wr~'stling scholarship.
In 1978,
.<.'O<H.'hC's will enable them to develop
Barker made All-American at 190 lbs.
<.'xperiC'ncr and to intensify training in
This is his first vear as assistant
all of the weight classes, Corso said. · coach, and Barker. plans to . teach
Hirst., an UCF (then-FTU) physical
physical
education
and
coach
education graduatP, wrestled here for
wrestling at high school level. Eventuall~" hr woitld likr to open his own
four vears.
H~ was head coach and taught
hl'alth club.
biology for four years at Astronaut
Mike Aspesi started wrestling in the
High School in Titusville. and head
srvmth grade at Centereach High
~·oach at Trinity Prep for one year
School in Long Islan<l, N. Y. He also
before coming to help coach at UCF.
wrestled for two vears a.t Suffolk
Hl' is now teaching physical education
Communitv . Colleg~ in Ne~ York ,
at Milwee Middle School, where he is
wh<.'r<' he · won the statrs freestyle
championship.
Sports Dirl'ctor, and working on gC'tAsprsi wrestled at UCF for one' yrar,
ting on a doctoratr program in
education at UCF.
winning th~ c:ollC'giatC' frC'C'stylc' chamHirst would lik<' to evC'ntuall\' teach
pionships three' tinws.
Hr hC'gan
physical education at a collc'gc' iC'vrl
coaching at Lake Howdl High School
whc'n he• rl'cC'ives his doctorat<'.
whl'rl' he t<'cl the• jr. varsity t<'am to a
Hirst said hl' h<'lir\'C.'s th<' wn•stkrs . . 23-0 winning _year. The, varsit~, team he
Corso. page 23
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WELCOME ABOARD
Alt.· NEW UTttE.SISTERS

i

no
· o0 d~itert~n
.

BROTHERS, ASSOCIATES
& l'IL SISTERS.
OF
LAMBDA·CHI:ALPHA ·,

1

. . ; JIM·RICiiAJIDSON .. ' ..
~131~-~DR.;,O--~.~~

.: . I

·

Aloma Shopping Center· .
Open M«»Fri 10 am tll 8 pm, Sat 9-6
2063 Aloma Ave.
Next to Dunkin Donuts

.

We'd like to insure your car. Why?
Because we specialize in prnvi.ding auto
insurance for young drivers.
Who are we? Criterion Insurance
Company is a dependable, fi.nandaUy
strong company offering ·you i~portant
benefits like these: convenient payment
plans, country-wide claim service, driver
training discounts and a wide choice of
'-overages to protect you and your car.
Like to know more? CaJI or visit us
today for a free, perso~al rate quot~t.ion ·
and complete information. There.'s no
pbligation, of course~ ~And- we'll be glad
to answer your questions about auto

.

I
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COME IN AND SEE US ...~
Featuring all types of models including gas powered airplanes & boats. 'Remote control airplanes & rockets. Complete
sponlnggoods equipment lor baseball, football, basketball, soccer, swimming & other team spans. Sport shoes &
jogging suits.

~

Good News About
Auto Insurance
For College Students

I

WINTER PARK'S NEWEST

SPORTS & HOBBY STORE
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. I ffer ava1·1able , and ring orders taken at·.
Spec1a o
. TER

.

. _ VILLAGE
CENF RI . NOV.14,15,16
Place:
D THURS.
0

Date

w
E .
10:00-3:00

..
·
Time:

.

DEPOSIT REQU

IRED

$5.0
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VC C()mina
MOV~E

~vent§ 1
Crew Call:
tor VC Spring-Musical ''Pippin''

WALTER MATTHAU
GLENDA. JACKSON
ART CARNEY
RICHARD BENJAMIN

Set Designer
_
Lighting Director
.
See Dr. Lawson, VC 197, ext. ~117
it interested

'"House .
Calls"It.~,;
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~
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PIPPI

Nov. 9 & 11 8:30 p.m. . VCAR
· UCF Students free wll.D. G.P. $1.25

· Debcite:
·''What are the effects of
Pornography
the Community''
Monday, Nov. 19 Noon - 1:30 p •.m.
VCGreen

on

E
MACHINE

Based on H.G. Wells Novel

Nov. 14

8:30-p.m. .
UCF Students ·free·wll.D.

I

..i

VCAR
G.P.$1.00 ·

Academy Award- Special Effects
.
Cast: Rod Taylor, Alan Young, Yvettee ·Mimieux,
e
ti

VC Green 11 a.m. - J p.m.
. in conjunction with the Future Auto Show

Larry Mangum

ollege Bowl
Nov. 13, 14 & 15
6:30 •· J J p.m. MPR
Championship Matc~es Nov. 15
match wits with the players

Trio ·
· Special
VC Gameroom
/

· _/nooker&
Bumper Pool
· 1/2 Price
Nov.12-16
171e Vil/axe Center Activities Board is funded
thm11xh the Activity and Servire Fees, .as
allocarecl hy rhe Student Government of UCF.

